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Abstract

Since it seems plausible to think that things could have been different from the

way that they are, it also seems plausible to think that there are ways that things could

have been. Or so I argue in this essay. I defend a version of actualist modal realism'. the

view that the world we inhabit and call "acttJal" is but one of infinitely many actually

existing possible worlds, and that each of these worlds corresponds to a total way that

things might have been. In the space I have available, I have tried to select those issues,

arguments and objections that have received substantial attention in the literature from

philosophers working in modal metaphysics.
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Introduction:

Since it seems plausible to think that things could have been different from the

way that they are, it also seems plausible to think that there are ways that things could

have been. Or so I argue in this essay. I defend a version of actualist modal realism: the

view that the world we inhabit and call "acbral" is but one of infinitely many actually

existing possible worlds, and that each of these worlds corresponds to a total way that

things might have been. In Chapter 1, I define and motivate modal realism, and consider

some different ways in which one might be a modal realist. I also introduce the version of

modal realism that I defend in the remainder of the essay. I call this version of modal

realism world-stateism. I conclude the chapter by arguing that world-stateists ought to

extend their view to include realism about impossible worlds as well.

In the space I have available, I have tried to select those issues, arguments and

objections that have received substantial attention in the literature from philosophers

working in modal metaphysics. The topic of Chapter 2 is the metaphysics of worlds. I

begin with a review of the literature and present some earlier versions of world-stateism.

I then review an important objection to these earlier accounts, and outline a response. I

conclude the chapter by presenting in detail the metaphysics of worlds which I assume in

the remainder of the essay. My account is substantially different, metaphysically

speaking, from earlier versions of world-stateism.

In Chapter 3, I draw some important distinctions that cut across most traditional

versions of modal realism, and consider a pair of objections which, I argue, my account

of the metaphysics of worlds can adequately handle. The first of these objections is well

known, and concems how it is that a given world represents a particular possibility for a

given individual. The second objection is more recent, and concerns the metaphysical

character of the actual world, the metaphysical character of each possible world, and the

relationship between the two.

In Chapter 4, I turn to a broader set ofconceptual and ontological issues that bear

directly on the version of world-stateism I endorse. I defend primitivism about properties,

and show how these commitments may be put to good use in the analysis of modal truth.
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Chapter I: Actualist Modal Realism

1. Modal Realism and the Phenomena of Modality:

Ontology involves the philosophical study of what there ls, or of what exists, ín

the broadest possible sense. Philosophers often disagree about what exists. For instance,

some philosophers think that only concrete, material objects (like tables and chairs, or

subatomic particles) exist, while other philosophers think that, in addition to concrete,

material objects, the world also contains abstract, immaterial entities (like properties, or

numbers, or f,rctionat and mythical characters) as well. These are ontological disputes,

since they concern what there is, or what exists.

Modal realism is an ontological thesis. Among other things, modal realists hold

that in addition to the world in which we exist, there are also many other worlds. These

are possible worlds. According to modal realists, possible worlds are real, and they exist.

This is the fundamental thesis of modal realism.

Although the fundamental thesis of modal realism sounds bízarre, it is actually

quite well-motivated. David Lewis argues for the fundamental thesis of modal realism in

the following well-known passage:

It is uncontroversially true that things might have been otherwise than they are. I
believe and so do you that things could have been different in countless ways. But what
does that mean? Ordinary language permits the paraphrase: there are many ways that
things could have been, besides the way they actually are. On the face of it, this
sentence is an existential quantification. It says that there exist many entities of a certain

description, to wit "ways things might have been". I believe things could have been

different in countless ways; I believe permissible paraphrases of what I believe; taking
the paraphrase at its face value, I therefore believe in the existence of entities that might
be called "ways things might have been". I prefer to call them "possible worlds".l

Call this the argument for realism about possible worlds.'We can spell out the

argument more carefully as follows. The argument begins with the premise that things

(broadly construed to include us and all of our suffoundings) might have been different,

in many different ways. According to Lewis, this premise is uncontroversial. Patterns of

l Lewis (1973), p. 84.



ordinary language use certainly suggest that it is uncontroversial that things could have

been different at ieast some of the time. Consider the claims made bV (1) and (2):

(1) The weather in Winnipeg on June 1,2009 could have been pleasant.

(2) Barack Obama could have lost the 2008 American Presidential election.

(1) and (2) arc modal claims. They make assertions about what could have been the case.

And many speakers would take (1) and (2) to express truths. So we should agree that it is

uncontroversial that at least some things could have been different from the way that they

are.

The second premise of the argument is a conditional: it says that if it is true that

things could have been different from the way that they are, then according to a

permissible ordinary language paraphrase of this claim, it follows that there are many

different ways that things could have been. Since Lewis takes the first premise to be

uncontroversial, he takes this inference to establish that there are ways things could have

been. But what constitutes apermissible paruphrase? In other work, Lewis suggests that a

given paraphrase R of a sentence S is acceptable only if it is not the case that (a)

paraphrasing S as R leads to trouble and (b) paraphrasing S some other way is known not

to.2 But it's not the case, he thinks, that paraphrasing the claim that things could have

been different as the claim that there are ways that things could have been leads to

trouble, or that taking it some other way is known not to (in fact, he spends much of his

On the Plurality of Worlds defending this point).3 I'm inclined to agree (although the

view developed and defended in this essay is very different from Lewis's). However,

leaving aside the issue of what constitutes a legitimate paraphrase, it is sufficient to note

that, if (1) and (2) are true, then so are (1P) and (2P)

(1P) There is a way that things could have been such that, if things had been that
way, the weather in V/innipeg on June I,2009 would have been pleasant.

2 
See Lewis (1986a), esp. at pp.2-4.

3 
See his (1986a), passim.



(2P) There is a way that things could have been such that, if things had been that
way, Barack Obama would have lost the election,

respectively. In general, then, we should agree with Lewis that truths about what could

have been the case may be understood in terms of alternative ways that things could have

been.

The third premise tells us that the claim that there are ways that things could have

been involves existential quantification. This ¿s a controversial premise, which Lewis

assumes (here) without argument.a The idea is that the locutions "there are ways that

things could have been" and "there exist ways that things could have been" literally mean

the same thing. But it is safe to say that Lewis is with the philosophical majority on this

issue. An alternative view, Meinongianism, will be briefly discussed below in connection

with different formulations of the thesis of actualist modal realism. Although I don't

argue for this here, I think that Lewis is right to think that whatever there is, exists. (So, I

assume that Meinongianism is false for the remainder of this essay).

The fourth premise (another conditional) says that, since the claim that there are

ways that things could have been involves existential quantification over ways that things

could have been, it follows that there exist marty ways that things could have been (this is

the argument's second sub-conclusion). In the fifth premise, Lewis identifies each way

that things could have been with a possible world (in other words, possible worlds are

simply identical to ways that things could have been, for Lewis). Since (by the second

sub-conclusion) these ways that things could have been exist, it follows (from premise

five) thatpossible worlds exist.

Although the argument for realism about possible worlds is compelling, \ile can

bolster it by considering some additional phenomena that are importantly connected to

the fact that things could have been different from the way that they are. Consider

propositions. A proposition is a truth-apt, truth-evaluable, shareable object of

propositional attitudes (auitudes like beliet doubt, and knowledge); it is also the semantic

content (or meaning) of a declarative sentence.t O* uncontroversial modal claims (1)

and (2) above encode propositions, and an assertive utterance (or inscription) of either

a Although he does argue for it in other places. See Lewis (1990), for discussion'
5 Perhaps relative to a context of utterance or inscription. I igtore this complication in what follows.



expresses a proposition. Propositions are truth-apt and truth-evaluable because

propositions are representational: they represent the world as being a certain way, and are

therefore capable of being true or false (intuitively, a proposition is true just in case it

represents the world the way the world is, and false otherwise). And to say thal a

proposition P is a shareable object of a propositional attitude is just to say that it is
possible for two agents a and ó to bear the same propositional attitude (like belief, etc.) to

P.6

The important thing to note is that there are different ways that propositions can

be true or false. A given proposition can be true or false contingently, or necessarily.

Contingency and necessity are modes of truth and falsity for propositions. To illustrate,

for the case of truth, consider (the propositions encoded bV) (3) and (4):

(3) Socrates was the teacher of Plato.

(4) If Saul Kripke exists, then Saul Kripke is identical to Saul Kripke.

(3) and (4) each express a true proposition. But (3) is contingently true (it could have

been false) while (4) is necessarily true (it could not have been false). Since we can draw

analogous distinctions in the case of false propositions, it follows that there are at least

four distinct modal profiles that aproposition may take.7

It seems plausible to think that the existence of alternative ways that things could

have been can help us understand the phenomenon of contingent and necessary truth.

Since a necessary proposition is a proposition that could not have been false, it will be

true according to every way that things could have been. And since a contingently true

u Here, "P" is used as a schematic letter. For discussion, see Cartwright (1968), Plantinga (1987). It is not
my intention here to provide necessary and suffrcient conditions for being a proposition; in fact, the above
rough definition arguably fails to provide either. For example, it seems conceivable that there be a
proposition that is too complex for any human agent to ever bear a propositional attitude towards it. This
formulation is also explicitly neutral between competing metaphysical accounts of what propositional
entities are. For instance, I take no stand here on whether propositions are structured abstract entities of
some sort, or whether they ought to be identified with functions from circumstances to truth values (or
simply with sets of such circumstances), although I am sympathetic to the former view.
t I say "at leasf instead of "exactly" or "at most" because some philosophers hold that there are further
truth values for propositions. I ignore this complication in what follows; for discussion, see Priest (1995),
(2001).



proposition could have been false, there is a way that things could have been such that,

had things been that way, it would have been false.

The existence of ways that things could have been helps us to understand other

modal phenomena as well. Consider properties. Properties, roughly, include the

qualitative attributes and features of things, like the property of having mass or the

property of being red in color. Most realists about properties hold that individuals

instantiate, or exempliff, properties, and many hold that more than one individual may

instantiate the very same property.s Now, just as there are different modes of truth and

falsity for propositions, there are also modes in which a given individual can exemplify a

property: some properties are accidental, and others are essential. Socrates, for example,

has the properties of being a philosopher and being snub-nosed accidentally, since he

could have easily failed to exempliff either. In general, a property <p is accidental for an

object o if (i) o instantiates or exemplifies <p and (ii) o could have failed to instantiate

<p, (while still existing).e

Charactenzing essential properties is more difficult. A popular conception of an

essential property (of an object o) is that of a necessary propetty of o, or a property that o

could not have failed to instantiate, while still existing. But this conception of an essential

property faces some counterintuitive consequences, since not all necessary properties

seem essential. Consider Socrates and his singleton set, {Socrates}. It is necessarily true

that (i) {Socrates} exists if Socrates exists, and (ii) that if Socrates exists then Socrates is

the sole member of {Socrates}. It is therefore necessary that Socrates be the sole member

of {Socrates} if he exists, and it turns out, on this conception of essential properties, that

it is an essential property of Socrates to belong to {Socrates}. But intuitively it is no part

of the essence of Socrates to belong to any set. Considerations such as these prompt many

philosophers to identifu essential properties instead with properties instantiated in virfue

of an object's nature. For instance, we might think that being human is part of the nature

of Socrates, and that he therefore has the property of being human essentially, in virlue of

8 For discussion, see Swoyer, (2000), (2008).
9 H..r, tql *¿ | o1 *"being used schematically for any propefy and any object, respectively.



what he is. If so, then being human wouid count as one of Socrates's essential

properties.lo

The existence of ways that things could have been can help us understand the

phenomena of accident and essence as follows. V/e might think that, just as a proposition

is contingently true if there exists away that things might have been such that, had things

been that way, the proposition would have been false, a property is accidental for an

individual if there is a way things could be such that, had things been that way, the

individual in question would have lacked the relevant property. Similarly, just as a

necessarily true proposition is a proposition that could not have been false, no matter

which way things turned out to be, a necessary properfy of an object o is a property o

would have according to every way that things might have been. And, given the intuitive

distinction between a necessary property (like the property of being a member of one's

singleton set) and an essential property (like the property of being human), we might

think that essential properties are just necessary properties of a certain special sort,

namely, properties that an object has in virtue of its natwe, or in virfue of what it is. So it

turns out that an essential property can be thought of as a property an object has

according to every way that things could have been, in virtue of its nature.

Since it seems plausible to think that there really are such things as contingent

and necessary propositions, and accidental and essential properties, and since being a

realist about ways that things could have been helps us to understand what it is for a

proposition to be necessarily or contingently true, and for a property to be accidental,

necessary, or essential, these considerations further support the argument for realism

about possible worlds. On the assumption that possible worlds just are the ways that

things could have been, we should think that there exists a plwality of possible worlds:

very roughly, one for each way that things might have been. 'We should be modal

realists. l I

l0 
For discussion, see Fine (1994), Alnog (1991), (1996), and Schaffer (2009).

11 It is also worth noting that possible worlds have also been employed in the analysis of counterfactual
conditionals (Lewis ll973l, Stalnaker [968]), properties (Lewis [1986a], [1986b]), propositions (Lewis

[1986a], Stalnaker [1934]), and the semantics of proper names and natural kind terms (Putnam ll975l,
Kripke t19721).



1.1. Possible Worlds and the Semantics for Modal Logic:

Possible worlds are also important in the study of the logic of necessity and

possibility.t' So*. intuitively true English claims, like (1a) and (1b), contain modal

locutions, like "possibly" and "necessarily":

(1a) Possibly, there exist talking chimpanzees.

(1b) Necessarily, all chimpanzees are mammals.

And some English inferences with premises that contain modal expressions appear to be

valid. Consider the arguments in (2a) and(2b):

(2a) i. Necessarily, if Obama exists, then Obama is human.

ii. Therefore, if it is necessary that Obama exists, then it is necessary that
Obama is human.

(2b) i. Necessarily, Barack Obama is human.
ii. Therefore, Barack Obama is human.

However, modal claims and inferences such as those in (1) and (2) cannot be accurately

modeled in non-modal logical systems.l3 And modal logical systems that can accurately

represent such claims and inferences require commitment to possible worlds. So if we

think that some modal claims are true, and that some modal inferences are valid, we are

thereby committed to the existence of possible worlds.

To see this, let's start by taking a look at the simplest modal logic: modal

propositionalLogic (MPL). The syntax and semantics of MPL may be set out as follows:

MP L Primitiv e Vocabul ary:

1. Sentence letters: A through Z,withor without numerical subscripts.

2. Connectives: -, è, &, v, <).

t2 The discussion in this section draws heavily on Braun (ms.), as well as Bonevac (2003), at pp. 137-156,

249-289, and Garson (2008). See also Barcan-Marcus (1961), (1970), (1985).
1' One reason for this is that modal locutions are not truth-ñrnctional in the manner of the standard non-

modal connectives þ, V, -+, etc.).



3. Parentheses: (, )
4. Modal Operators: n, 0.to
5. Nothing else is an expression of MPL.

Well-Formed Formulas (wffs) of MPL:

1. If (Þ is a sentence letter, then (Þ is a wff of MPL.
2. If (Þ is a wff of MPL, then so is -Õ.
3. If (Þ and Y are wffs of MPL, then so are (O&Ð, (@vÐ, (O-+Ð and (ÕeY).
4. If O is a wffof MPL, then so are nO, 0O.
5. Nothing else is a wff of MPL.

Semantically, MPL consists of amodel, M : (W, R, V>, such that

1. W is a non-empty set of possible worlds.
2. R is a binary relation of accessibility over worlds in W.
3. V is an assignment function from all ordered pairs of wfß of MPL and members

of W onto the set {0,1}.

Where M is such a model, the valuation function for M, V., is that function from wfß of

MPL onto {0,1} such that

1. For any sentence letter (Þ, and any w€W, V*((Þ,w): V(@,w).
2. For any wff O and any weW, V*(-@,w): I iff V.((Þ,w):0.
3. For any wffs (Þ and Y, and any we W, V*(@&Y,w) : 1 iff V,n(Õ,w) : 1 and

Vr(Y,w): 1.

4. For any r,vffs O and Y, and any weW, V.(@vY,w) : 1 iffeither V'o(@,w): 1 or
Vr(Y,w) : 1.

5. For any wffs Õ and Y, and any weW, Vn'(Õ-+Y, w): 1 iff: if V-(@,w): 1, then
Vn (Y,w) : 1.

6. For any wffs (Þ and Y, and any we W, V*(@+>V,w) : 1 iff V*(Õ,w) : 1 if and

only if V.(Y,w): 1.

7. For any wff (Þand any weW, Vn,(0(Þ,w) : 1 iffthere is a w'eW such that

wRw'and V*(@,w'): 1.

8. For any \^/.ff (Þ and any we W, Vr([O,w) : 1 iff for all w'eW such that

wRw', V.((Þ,w'): 1.

Under their intended interpretation, the operators E and 0 symbolize "it is

necessary that," and "it is possible that," respectively.ls MPL symbolization is most

ta It's worth noting that, just as in the case of the standard connectives of non-modal propositional logic, we
can reduce the number of primitive operators by defuring either of the modal operators in terrns of the

other. For instance, \rye may define O from ! and -, by letting 0 = -n-.



appropriate when these operators are given wide scope. Consider again our modal claims

in (1) above, and let the sentence letter C represent the sentence "there exist talking

chimpanzees," and M "all chimpanzees are mammals." In the langUage of MPL, these

modal claims may be represented as follows:

(1a¡"s'¡) 0C

(lbM'L) nM

The relevant clauses from the above standard model semantics for MPL are 7 and 8. 7

stipulates that (lapnr) is true, at a given world w, if and only if there exists a world

w', accessible (under the relation R) from w, such that the sentence "there exists talking

chimpanzees" is true at w'. And clause I stipulates that (lb¡a'¡) is true, at a given world

w, if, for all worlds w'accessible under R from w, the sentence "chimpanzees are

mammals" is true at \il'.

Likewise, the premises in each of the modal inferences in (2) are best symbolized

by letting the modal operators take wide scope. Where E is "Obama exists" and H is

"Obama is human," (2a) and (2b) may be symbolized in the language of MPL as follows:

(2a¡,,pr) i. tr@+H)
ii. .'.(nE+nH)

(2br'ær) i. n H
ii. .'.H

The above MPL semantic model M (: (W, R, v>) is what logicians call a

standard model.16 Validity is defined in MPL with respect to different classes of standard

models. Classes of standard MPL semantic models differ in terms of the nature of the

binary accessibilþ relation R. The weakest systems of MPL are constructed by adding to

15 As well as other cognate modal locutions, such as "necessarily," "it is necessarily the case that," "it could

have been the case thaf', and "possibly, it is the case that," respectively.
t6 Leibnitian models, by contrast, are identical save for the exclusion of the binary accessibility relation R' I
return to this matter below in connection with the various axiom systems that might be adopted in
connection with lvßL. For discussion, see Braun (ms).



the standard derivation and inference rules of propositional logiclT the following

Necessitation Rule and Disnibution Axiom;

Necessitøtion Rule: If O is a theorem of K, then so is tr(Þ.

DistributionAxiom: n((Þ-+ Y) -+ (n<Þ -+ nY).

This is the MPL axiom system K. All instances of K are valid in all classes of

standard models. Our argument (2ap,¡) is an instance of K, and is therefore valid in all

classes of standard models. To prove this, we need to show that, for all classes of

standard models C, (2a¡,p¡-) is valid with respect to C. So let C be a class of standard

models, let M be a model in C, and let w be a world in M. (2a¡a,¡) is valid with respect to

C if n@-+H) -+ (nE-+ n$ (an instance of the distribution axiom) is true in w. By

clause 5 of the valuation function V above, what we need to show then is that, if
n@-+H) is true in w in M, then (trE-+nH) is true in w in M. So assume that tr(E-+H) is

true in w in M. We now need to show that (trE-+nH) is true in w in M. To do this, we

need to show that, if nE is true in w in M, then nH is true in w in M. So assume that

nE is true in w in M. By clause 8 of the semantics for V above, n@-+H) is true in w in

M ifl for all w'in M such that wRw', (E-+H) is true in w' (that is, (E+H) is true in all

worlds accessible from w under R). But from our second assumption (that trE is true in w

in M), and again by clause 8, we can infer that E is also true in all worlds w'in M. But

then both E and (E-+H) are true in all worlds accessible from w. But then it follows

trivially by modus ponens that H is true in all worlds accessible from w. Therefore, nH is

true in w in M.18

However, it is worth noting that K is too weak to adequately characterize the

logical behavior of "it is necessary that" under its intended interpretation, since although

axiom M (which states that whatever is necessary is the case) seems intuitive, it is not

provable in K:

1' I.e., reiteration, lhe introduction and elimination rules for &, -, ), &,, Y, <+,and modus tollens,
hypothetical syllogism and disjunctive syllogism, together with the familiar rules of replacement of
propositional logic.
18 

See Brau:r (ms), at pp. 102-103.
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M: n(Þ+(Þ

Therefore, many modal logicians take the slightly stronger system T, which consists of

the addition of M to the axioms of K, as their preferred foundation.

Our MPL argument (Zawr) is an instance of T. Any instance of T is valid in all

classes of reflexive standard models (that is, in standard semantic models M in which the

relation R is reflexive in W). Let's say that a relation R is reflexive, among the members

of a set A, if and only if every member x of A bears R to itself:

R is a reflexive relation in A iff: Vx (xeA+ R;cx).

(2b¡.æl) is valid in all classes of reflexive models since, if nH is true, at a given world w

in an arbitrary reflexive model M, then, given reflexivity, it follows that wRw and that H

is true at w in M as well.le

In addition, some philosophers subscribe to even stronger systems of MPL which

include axioms governing the iteration of modal operators. The system 54, for instance,

consists in the strengthening of T via the iteration axiom

(4) no + nnO,

and 55 strengthens 54 via the inclusion of the mixed iteration axiom (5):

(5) 0o + n0Õ.

tn Note that any instance of T, like (2b*"), will only be valid in those models M of MPL in which R is
reflexive.ForconsideramodelM:<V/,RV>whereW={w,w'}andR={<w,w'>}andVisthat
function from pairs of sentence letters of MPL and weW such that V(H,w) = 0 and V(H,w') = 1, and for all
other sentence letters (Þ and weW, V(Õ,w) =1. nH-+ H will be false in w in M if nH is true in w but H is
false in w. By clause 8, we can infer that nH is tn¡e in w iff H is true in all worlds w' such that Rww'.

Given the fimction V in M, this is the case (i.e., H is true in w'). Thus, trH is true in w. But H is false in w.

So nH-+ H is false in w in M.
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These stronger axiom systems are a matter of considerable controversy. For

instance, axiom (a) of system 54 imposes the condition of transitivity on R: axiom 4 says

that what is necessary is necessariþ necessary.2O In the case of 55, not only are matters of

necessity themselves necessary, so too are matters of possibility: axiom 5 says that

whatever is possible is necessarlþ possible. Thus, axiom (5) of 55 requires that the

relation R be Eucli de øn (i.e.,both transitive and symmetr i c aï).2t'22

For now, the crucial thing to note is that, in the metalanguage of MPL, the modal

operators n and O may be profitably treated as quantifiers over possible worlds. Thus, if
we think that MPL claims like (lavn'r) and (lbw,r) tre true, and that MPL inferences like

(2a¡,,pr) and (2br,n r) are valid, then, given the standard MPL semantics outlined above, it

turns out that we arc ontologically committed to possible worlds. So the semantics of

QML, properly understood, requires that we be modal realists.

The semantics of other logical systems with expressive resources which outstrip

those of MPL also commit us to the existence of possible worlds. Consider first-order

modal predicate logic, or quantified modal logic (QML). The syntactical component of

QML may be specified as follows:

Primitive vocabulary of QML:

1. Terms:
a. Variables: x, y) z,with or without numerical subscripts.

b. Individual constants; ã, b, c, with or without numerical subscripts.

2. Predicate Letters: Fn-Zn, for every n>0
3. Quantifiers: V,3.
4. Connectives: -, è, &, v, <),:
5. Parentheses: (, )
6. Modal Operators: E, 0
7. Nothing else is an expression of QML.

Well-Formed Formulas of QML:

20 
See Braun (ms).

2lln section 3 of this chapter, we'll return to these issues when we look at an argument for the conclusion

that 54 (and hence S5), are not corect axiom systems for the study of the logic of metaphysical modalþ.
22 See the appendix to this essay for formal proofs that all instances of axiom 4 are valid with respect to the

class of standard transitive models, and that all instances of axiom 5 are valid with respect to the class of all
standard Euclidean models.
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1. If rcn is an n-place predicate, and cr1, &2,..., ct3 âre terms, then nnø1, d2,..., o3 is a
wff.

2. If a and B are terms, then (c¿ : Þ) is a wff.
3. If (Þ is a wff of QML, then so is -(Þ.
4. If @ and Y are wffls of QML, then so are (O&Y), (@vÐ, (O-+Ð and (tÞeY).
5. If (Þ is a r,vffof QML, then so are !(Þ, 0(Þ.

6. If o is a variable, and O is a wffof QML, then so are Va, 3o(Þ
7. Nothing else is a wff of QML.

The semantics of QML is more complicated than the semantics discussed above in

connection with MPL. But the crucial thing to note with respect to QML is that, like

MPL, its semantics commits us to the existence of a plurality of possible worlds. Again,

we specify a model, Mqo,c-23, as an ordered n-tuple - <W, R, D, I> such that

1. W is a non-empty set of possible worlds.
2. R is a binary relation of accessibility over W.
3. D is a non-empty set of individuals.
4. I is an interpretation function such that:

a. If o is an individual constant, then I(a)eD.
b. If zcn is an n-place predicate, and weW, then l(nn,w) is a set of n-tuples of

D.

Here, W and R are the same as in our semantic model for MPL. The set D is the set of

individuals over which the quantifiers range, and which serve as the denotations (or

extensions) of the individual constants. The interpretation function I assigns, to each

predicate, its extension at a given world in W in terms of sets of individuals from D.

Intuitively, the extensions of predicates may differ from world to world. However, under

the current interpretation, the denotation of the constants (or names) is fixed: in other

words, the extension of a name does not vary from world to world.2a However, the

denotation of a variable term may change from world to world, depending on a given

assignment In general, we'll say that

" In what follows, I'll use 'Mq¡41' to designate semantic models of QML, in order to disambiguate between

models of MPL and models of QML.
'o This is equivalent to saying that the constants (or proper names) of the language of QML are rigid
designators, in the sense of Kripke (1972). It's worth noting as well thal, under a particular assignment,

the logical properties of variables are akin to that of the constants or proper na¡nes of the language of QML:
that is, a given variable under a particular assignment is a paradigmatically rþid designator. See Salmon
(1eeO).
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5. 'Where Mqrvt is of the form <W, R, D, I>, then g ís an assignment of the variables

for Mpur. iff: gis a firnction from the set of variables into the domain of M.

Thus, where cr is a term, Mqlrr, - 4W, R, D, I>, and g an assignment for Mqw, then the

denotation for Mgur under assignment g, I I rø,e, is that function from terms to members

of the domain of Mqr'ar. such that

a. If c¿ is an individual constant, then I o I r,r: I(o).

b. If o is a variable, then I a I v,e: g(c).

The valuation function for Mq¡a¡ under an assignment g, V¡a,g, ma/ then be specified

as that function from pairs of wffs of the language of QML and worlds in Mqr,n, onto

{0,1} suchthat:

l. If nn is an n-place predicate, and o1, o.;2,..., c[ n are terms, then V¡a,r(nna4, u.2,..., a"¡,

w): 1 iff: <lcrr lv,e, lor lr,r,..., lon lv,¡ . I(In,*).
2. If crand B areterms,tnenVpr*(ct=F,w): t iff, lolr,r: lP lr,*.
3. If (Þ is a wffl, then V¡a,r(-@,w) : I iffV¡a,g(O,w) : 0.

4. If (Þ and Y are wffs, then V¡a,r((Þ&Y,w) : 1 iffV¡a,g(O,w) : 1 and Vv,e(Y,w) :
1.

5. If O and Yare wfÊs, then V¡a,r((ÞvY,w): 1 iffeithev Vv,e (Õ,w): 1 or Vrrr(Y,*)
:1.

6. If (Þ and Yare rvffs, then V¡a,r((Þ-+Y, w) : 1 iffif Vr'a,g(Õ,w) : 1, then Vo¿rCP,*)
:1.

7. If (Þ and Y are wffs, then V¡a,r((ÞeY,'ù/) : 1 iff V¡a,g(Õ,w) : 1 if and only if
V¡a,g(Y,w): 1.

8. If (Þ is a wff, then V¡Er(0ö,w) : 1 iff there is a w'e W such that wRw'and
V¡a,g((Þ,w') : 1.

9. If (Þ is a wff, then V¡a,r(trÕ,w) : 1 iff for all w'e W such that wRw', V¡a,r((Þ,w'):
1.

10.If a is a variable and O is a wff, then V¡a,, (Va@,w) : I iff for all de D,
Vv,etø¿l(Õ,w): 1.2s

11.If cr is avariable and (Þ is awff, thenV¡a,r(3cr@,w): 1 iff there is at least one

de D suchthatV¡a,g1¿¿¡(@,w): 1.

Unlike MPL, the language of QML is appropriate for the symbolization of modal claims

and arguments in which modal operators are given narrow scope. Consider the following:

2t Here, the assignment function VNr,etø¿l is that assignment which is just like g save for the assignment of
s, to d.
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(3a) Someone could have lost the 2008 American Presidential election.

(3b) Something exists that is necessarily human.

Under the intended interpretation of 0 and E, and where L is the predicate of having lost

the election, and H the predicate human, (3a &. b) may be regimented in the language of

QML as:

(3aqvr) lx}Lx
(3bqNn-) lxnFlx,

respectively. Just as in the case of MPL, the modal operators 0 and n may be understood,

in the metalanguage and under their intended interpretation, as quantifiers over possible

worlds in W. For example, consider (3aqN,rr.). From clause 12 in the above semantics for

QML, (3aqr,ar-) is true it under some assignment g, there is some d in D such that OLx is

true of d under g. And from clause 9, we have it that OLx is true of d under g, aL a world

w, if there exists a world w', accessible under R from w, at which d is L.26

Modal inferences that are best symbolized by letting the modal operators take

narrow-scope include:

(a) i. Barack Obama could have lost the 2008 American Presidential election.

ii. Therefore, something exists that could have lost the American Presidential

election.

(4b) i. Saul Kripke is necessarily human.
ii. Therefore, something exists that is necessarily human.

In the language of QML:

26 Though the semantics for QML does not speciff that the members of a domain of world w exist as parts

of w, it ãeems plausible to think that any member of any domain of any world exists at that world, and that

existence at a world is best understood in terms of parthood. It follows from this that worlds overlap, and

that a given individual can literally be a part of more than one possible world. On an alternative conception,

worlds-never overlap with respect to individuals; instead, worlds represent that such-and-such is the case by

containing represeniational pioxies, surrogates, or counterpqrrs. In Chapter 2, I develop a metaphysics of
possible ñott¿r which allows for overlap, and in Chapter 3, show how the view avoids traditional worries

associated with overlap.
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(aaqr'ar.) i.OLb

ii. .'. lxOt x

(4bqN,r-) i. nl{k

ä. :.3xf]Hx27

Consider (aaqg,). (aaqrrn) is valid, given the above semantics for Mqr,,r-. Assume that

$Lb is true. Since the constant b denotes Obama in every world, it follows (from clause

9) that there is a w'eW such that wRw'and Lb is true in w'. The conclusion follows

trivially, given clause 12 of the semantics: given that Lb is true in w', there is at least one

deD (i.e., Obama) such that OLx is true under an assignment of Obama to d. And similar

considerations hold for (4bqr,,n-). Again, the crucial thing to note is that if we think that

modal claims like (3a& b) are true, and that modal inferences like (4a & b) are valid, and

that these modal claims and inferences are best symbolized in the formal language of

QML, then, given the semantics as specified by the model Mqul, we are committed to

the existence of possible worlds.

It is worth noting that our model Mqr,,r is what logicians refer to as a common

domain (CD) model. According to CD model semantics, the domains of each wotld in W

are co-extensive.28 A noteworthy feature of CD semantics is that they appear to validate

both the Barcan Formula (BF):

(BF) 03x@x+lx0(Þx,

which says that, if it is possible that there exists something that is (Þ, then there exists

something that is possibly (Þ, as well as its converse:

(CBF) 3x0Ox-+ Ofx@x.

2' HeÍe, 'b' and 'k' are constants which (rigidly) denote Obama and Kripke, respectively.
tt As in Barcan-Marcus (1961).
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Here's a brief, informal sketch of how BF is valid in all classes of CD models for QML.2e

Suppose that we assume that BF is false in some world w in some model M. Then (i):

(Ð -ô[(O-x<Þx) & -(=xÖtÞx)]

will be false in w in M. So (ii):

(ii) 0[(o]xox) & -(lxoox)l

is true at w in M. Given the semantic clause governing 0 in the above CD model

semantics, it follows from (ii) that there will be some world w' such that wRw'at which

(iii):

(iii) ô3x<Þx & -fxO@x

is true. But then from conjunction elimination, both (iv) and (v):

(iv)0-x@x

(v) -lxOÕx

are also true in w'. But then from (iv), and the semantic clause for 0,

(vi)lx@x

is true at some world w" such that w'Rw". From semantic clause 12, this is the case only

if there is some d in D such that:

(viÐ od

tn This informal sketch draws on the conclusion of Barcan-Marcus (1961). For a more formal proof of the

universally quantified versions of BF and CBF in all classes of CD models, see the appendix to this essay.
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is true in w" (under an assignment of d to x). However, from (v),

(viii) fx0Õx

is false in w'. So (again from clause 12) there is no d in D such that:

(ix)ood

is true in w'. But then (again, given the relevant semantic clause for 0), it is not the case

that there exists a world w" such that w'Rw" in which (Þd is true (under the relevant

assignment). Since this contradicts (vii), our initial assumption is false: BF is valid with

respect to every CD model semantics fot QML.

BF and CBF are controversial. Although I won't enter here into a formal

discussion of the reasons why many logicians and philosophers reject CB and CBF, the

basic objection, in the case of BF, is fairly straightforward. Although I don't actually

have abrother, it seems that I could have had a brother. But from BF, if it is possible that

I have a brother, then there exists something that is possibly my brother. And intuitively,

it is not the case that there exists something that is possibly my brother. Considerations

such as these motivate many logicians to adopt instead what is called a variable-domain

ffD) semantics for QML, according to which each world w in V/ is assigned a set of

objects that constitute its domain such that the domains of different worlds may overlap,

but may also be disjoint (intuitively, on a variable-domain semantics for QML, the

domains of different worlds may fail to be co-extensive with the domain of the actual

world).30

Although I won't present a proof of this here, it tums out that BF and its converse

are false when evaluated with respect to some VD models for QML. The reason for this

has to do with the relationship between the quantifiers and the (variable) domains in such

models. In CD models, the quantifiers are interpreted as ranging over the domain of each

world in W. In VD models, by contrast, quantification is restricted to the domain of a

3o A Kripke-style model theoretic semantics for QML is a variable-domain semantics. See Kripke (1963).
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given world. And since the domains of different worlds may be disjoint, it doesn't follow

that, where the antecedent of BF is true with respect to a given world w, that the

consequent is also true in w. Thus some VD models invalidate BF and its converse. And

since some logicians and philosophers think that BF and CBF are intuitively false, this

makes VD semantic models an attractive altemative to CD models.3l

An important issue remains: how should we interpret the set of worlds W? As a

technical device in the semantics for MPL and QML, the worlds in W might be anything

at all, provided there are enough of them. And the argument for realism about possible

worlds certainly doesn't tell us anything about the nature of the possible worlds, other

than that they can be thought of as being ways that things could have been. An answer to

the question of interpretation will be an explanation of what, exactly, possible worlds are,

and what they are like. These are metaphysical issues. In the next chapter, I develop a

metaphysical picture of possible worlds that answers the question of interpretation. The

remainder of this chapter will be primarily concerned with laying out some further issues

that lie in the background.

2. Actualist and Possibilist Modal Realism:

An important issue in the metaphysics and ontology of modality is a debate

between actualist arrd possibilist modal realists. There are at least two ways of

chaructennng the thesis of actualism. First, according to philosophers like David

Armstrong and Ben Caplan, the debate between actualists and possibilists concems the

existential status of merely possible objects, including possible worlds themselves.32

Consider talking chimpanzees. Since there aren't actually any talking chimpanzees, but

there could have been, talking chimpanzees are merely possible. According to Caplan's

construal of the debate, possibilists hold that merely possible objects (like talking

tl I think that there are good re¿lsons for adopting a CD semantics for QML. However, the metaphysics of
worlds developed in the next chapter is in principle compatible with both CD and VD semantic models.
32 

See Caplan (2002),Annshong (1989). A non-Meinongian version of actualism is defended in Annstong
(1997). Of course, the actual world is a possible world. By "merely possible," I mean to describe those

worlds that represent slternative possibilities for the actual world (as well as the individuals that are parts

of such worlds). ln what follows, I focus on Caplan's characterizalion of actualism.
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chimps) exist and are just as real as actual objects (like you and I), and actualists hold that

merely possible objects don't exist, andaren't real at a11.33

Thinking about the debate in this way ieads to some ptvzling issues for actualists.

This is because it seems that we are able to think and talk about merely possible objects,

and, more generally, it seems possible for such objects to actually instantiate properties

and stand in relations. For example, it seems that such objects (actually) have the

property of being merely possible, and that we often refer to, and think about, merely

possible objects. So it seems that merely possible objects enter into relations with actual

referrers and actual thinkers. But it is diffrcult to see how this could be, if merely possible

objects don't exist, and aren't real at all.

Following Caplan, we might attempt to resolve these worries by endorcing non-

serious actualism:

Non-Serious Actualism: Objects can have properties and enter into relations in worlds in
which they do not exist.

If non-serious actualism is true, then merely possible objects can have properties and

enter into relations at worlds in which they do not exist. Alexius Meinong famously

argued that some objects do not exist (and that they don't have any other sort of being,

either). But he also held that some nonexistent objects instantiate properties and stand in

relations.3a If actualism is the thesis that merely possible objects don't exist, and non-

serious actualism is the view that merely possible objects can actually instantiate

properties and enter into relations with things that actually exist, then non-serious

actualism amounts to a version of Meinongianism.

An alternative to non-serious actualism is serious actualism:

Serious Actualism: Objects can have properties and enter into relations only in worlds in
which they exist.

If serious actualism is true, then merely possible objects can have properties and enter

into relations only in worlds in which they exist. And since merely possible objects do

33 Caplan (2002),p.23.
3o Meinong (1960).
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not exist (on Caplan's charactenzation of the thesis of actualism), it follows that if
serious actualism is true, then merely possible objects cannot actually have properties or

enter into relations at all. So, if serious actualism is true, we can't refer to, or think about,

merely possible objects (because there aren't *y)."
So, if actualism is the thesis that merely possible objects do not exist and aren't

rcal at all, then Meinongianism/non-serious actualism would at least allow one to say that

thought and talk about merely possible objects is legitimate (Caplan endorses non-serious

actualism for basically these reasons). Now, Meinongianism is a notoriously

controversial ontological thesis.36 And while I don't intend to argue for or against it here,

I think that if a version of actualism is available that doesn't require commitment to

Meinongianism (but still counts thought and talk about mere possibilities as legitimate),

then that version of actualism should be given serious consideration.

Here is a characterization of actualism that satisfies this constraint. The dispute

between actualists and possibilists should not be seen as a dispute over the existential

status of merely possible objects, but instead as a dispute over theír actual existential

status. Consider absolutely everything.3T Actualists and possibilists can agree that

whatever there is, in any sense, exists; furthermore, each may hold that claims of absolute

possibility and necessþ amount to existential quantification over possibilia. But here's

the crucial difference: for the actualist, whatever there is, or whatever exists, is also

actuøl (and vice-versa). The possibilist disagrees. According to the possibilist, some

35 On this charactenzation of acfualism, then, serious actualism amounts to a serious version of anti-realism
about modalþ.
'u For arguments against, see Lewis (1990), van Inwagen (1977); for arguments in favor, see

Routley( I 980), Priest (2005).

" It is a matter of some controversy whether or not absolutely unrestricted quantification is even possible,

that is, whether it is ever possible to quantiff unrestrictedly over absolutely everything. For discussion, see

the essays in Rayo and Uzquiano (2007). Perhaps quantification is always implicitly restricted. If so, then

we might wish to say that whatever there is, with respect to any (contextually or otherwise) restricted
domain exists. At any rate, in what follows I assume that absolutely unrestricted quantification is possible.

Indeed, there are good reasons for thinking that metaphysics itself is only possible if unrestricted
quantification is legitimate. The reasons for this are straightforward: metaphysicians, typically, are in the

business of describing the fundamental featured of realþ. Now, take any paradigmatically metaphysical
thesis, such as "everJ¡hing is concrete," "there are no abstract objects," or "everything is spirit." Surely,

philosophers who advance such theses do not intend them to hold for some limited corner of reality;
instead, they are (typicatly) intended to hold true for any object whatsoever. Thus, typically, metaphysics

requires that absolutely unrestricted quantification be legitimate.
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things that exist are not actual. Such entities are merely possible (but they exist

nonetheless).38

To see the difference, consider the modal sentence "Possibly, there exist talking

chimpanzees." Since (as we saw above) modal operators may be profitably treated as

quantifiers over worlds, we might formalize this sentence in the language of first-order

predicate logic by letting the predicate P symbolize "is a part of," and C "is a talking

chimpanzee." Quantifuing directly over worlds, we have:

(1) lxlw (Pnv & Cx).

Now, the possibitist will interpret the quantifiers in (1) as ranging oveÍ non-actuøl worlds

and individuals; therefore, if the possibilist reading is the coffect metalinguistic

interpretation, then there (unrestrictedly) exists a non-actual possible world having, as a

part, anon-actual individual which is a talking chimpanzee. The actualist, by contrast, is

committed to the thesis that existence just is actual existence.3e So what the actualist

should say is that the possible worlds and individuals quantified over in (1) are just more

of what there actually is, since the actualist takes her quantifiers to range over only actual

entities. On this construal, the actualist can accept the fundamental thesis of modal

realism (that possible worlds exist), and actualist modal realism may be characterized as

the conjunction of theses (41)-(43):

(AI) There exists a plwality of possible worlds.
(A2) Eachpossible world actually exists.
(,43) (Absolutely) everything that exists is actual.aO

And possibilist modal realism may be chaructenzed as the acceptance of (A1), and the

denial of (42) and (43). In other words, possibilists accept that there exists a plurality of

38 
See Lewis (1986a), pp. 101-108, Yagisawa (2005).

'n More carefully, actualists are cornmitted to the unrestricted biconditional: whatever exists is actual, and

whatever is actual exists.
4o Here,I follow the exposition given by Divers Q002). See also Menzel (2003).
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possible worlds, but deny that each possible world actually exists, and (therefore) also

deny that absolutely everything that exists is actual.al

2.1. Varíeties of Actualist Modal Realism;

The metaphysical account of possible worlds that I develop in the next chapter, in

response to the question of interpretation raised above at the end of Section 1, is a version

of actualist modal realism, understood in terms of A1-43. But it's worth noting here that

the actualist literature in the metaphysics of possible worlds has traditionally been

dominated by at least four distinct conceptions of what type of actually existing objects

possible worlds are. First, according to the sententialisf, a possible world w is identical to

a set of sentences T such that T is maximal (that is, for any sentence S, either S is a

member of T or S fails to be a member of T) and consistent (that is, it is possible for

every member of T to be true together).a2 According to the propositionalist, a possible

world w is identical to a proposition, P, such that P ís maximal (that is, for any

proposition P'(*P), if it were the case that P were true, then either P' or its complement,

-P', would be true) and possibte (that is, P is possibly true).a3 According to the

combinatorialist, a possible world w is identical to a maximal, possible state of affairs. A

state of affairs S ispossióle íf it is possible for S to obtain. And a state of afÊairs S is

maximal it for any state of affairs S', either S includes S' or S precludes S'.aa

The version of actualist modal realism developed and defended in this essay is

what I callworld-stateism. Although it is sometimes unclear which actualist philosophers

qualiff as world-stateists, the view is suggested in some early remarks of Saul Kripke's,

and versions of it are explicitly endorsed by Robert Stalnaker, Peter Forrest, John

Bigelow, Robert Pargetter, and more recently by Scott Soames and Jeffrey C. King.as It is

at One might wonder what connection, if any, obtains between the possible worlds to which the actualist

modal realist is committed, and the myriad "qualtum worlds" posited by certain "multiple worlds"
interpretations (MWI) of quantum phenomena. It seems to me that the two issues are largely orthogonal,

thus, I omit discussion of the matter here. However, I briefly address the question in section 4 of the

technical appendix. Thanks to Thomas Kucera for bringing the matter to my attention.
ot Robert Adams is the chief proponent of sententialism. See Adams (1974).
o' Alvin Plantinga is a propositionalist. See Plantinga (1976).
4 David Ar:nstrong defends a combinatorial conception of possible worlds in his (1989), (1997), and

(2004).
a5 

See Kripke (1972); Stalnaker (1976), (1996); Forrest (1986a), (1986b); Bigelow (1986), (1988); Bigelow
and Pargetter ( I 9 S9) ; Soames (2003 ), Q007 ); King (2007a), (2007 b).
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also consistent with comments made by Nathan Salmon.a6 According to the world-

stateist, a possible world w is identical to a property, <p, such that rp is maximal and <p is

possibly instantiated. In Chapter 2, we'II look more closely at different ways that the

notion of a maximal, possibly instantiated property might be developed.

3. Extended Actualist Modal Realism:

Following Takashi Yagisawa, let's call modal realists who hold that, in addition to

possible worlds and individuals, there also extst impossible worlds and individuals,

extended modal reølists.a1 In the remainder of this chapter, I argue that world-stateists

should be extended modal realists.

I'll begin with an argument, from Nathan Salmon, for the conclusion that there

exist metaphysically impossible worlds. Central to Salmon's argument is the following

principle governing the possible range of variation in constitutive matter for material

artifacts. Call this the Variation Principle QP):

(VP) If a given artifactx is originally constructed from a hunk of mattery, then
x could have been originally constructed from a hunk of matter z which is
sufficiently similar to, and substantially overlaps, y;butx could not have

been originally constructed from any hunk of matter z' which is not
suffrciently similar to, and does not substantially overlap, y.a8

VP allows that a given material artifact, like a table, could have been constructed from a

hunk of matter that varies slightly in its constitution from the hunk of matter it in fact is

actually originally constructed from. The idea behind the argument is that small

variations in constitutive matter, while possible, add up, and it turns out that there exist

worlds where a given material artifact is not constituted by the same matter it is actually

originally constructed from. These are metaphysically impossible worlds.

To illustrate, consider the following Ship of Theseus style example. Suppose there

is a ship, S, that is made up of some planks of wood. It seems possible that S could have

a6 Salmon (1984), (1989).
a7 Yagisawa (1988).
ot sulrooo (1984).
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been made up out of exactly the same planks save for having one plank removed and

exchanged with a completely difflerent plank. But then consider S after having one

original plank exchanged for another. Clearly, S could have also been made with one

different plank (that is, with two different planks from those that actually originally made

up S). Continuing along these lines, it seems plausible to say that it is possible that it is

possible that it is possible (repeat n times) that S be made up out of z different planks,

where n is the number of planks out of which S was originally made up. But intuitively, it

is not possible simpliciter that S is made up of n different planks. Thus, any world at

which S is wholly constructed from different planks will be a metaphysically impossible

world, relative to the actual world.ae

The argument generalizes for any material artifact whatsoever. Here is a slightly

more technical version. The argument itself proceeds indirectly, through an argument that

neither 54 nor 55 modal logic represents a correct system of reasoning about the logic of

metaphysicøl possibility and necessity. We will focus here on the case against S4.s0

Recall that the characteristic axiom of the system 54 is the iteration axiom (4):

(4) n<Þ + nno

Call the actual world "@." Consider some afüfact x at @ such that x is originally

constituted by a hunk of material y. Now consider some distinct hunks of material z and z'

such that (i) z contains some of the molecules ofy, (ii) z substantially overlaps y, (äi) z'

contains some of the molecules of z, and (iv) z 'substantially overlaps z (but noty). Next,

assume that VP is necessarily true. Given the necessþ of VP, it follows that necessarily,

x is not constituted by ,'. Now, if 54 represents a correct system of reasoning about

possibility and necessity, then it ought to follow (by axiom 4) thatitis necessary that it is

necessary that x is not constituted by z'.But it does not. Note that, by VP, x could have

been constituted by z; thercfore, there is a world w, accessible from @, at which x is

originally constituted by z. Now, given VP and our descriptions of z and z' , if x hadbeen

constituted by z, then it would have been the case thaf x could have been constituted by z'.

an Braun (ms). Note though that the ship will be metaphysically possible relative to some worlds. More on

this below.
5o It is worth noting that, since the axioms of 54 are derivable from 35, then, if the argument against 54

succeeds, a parallel argument against 55 will be sfraightforward.
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So, there is a world w', accessible from w, at which x is originally constituted by z'. w' is

therefore possibly possible, from the perspective of @. So, it follows that it is not

necessarily necessary, at @, that x is not constituted by z'. Since it follows from this that

the relation of accessibility R, on the set of worlds W, is not transitive, and since 54

requires this in order for instances of its characteristic axiom schema (4) to be valid, it

follows that (S4) does not represent a correct system of reasoning about the logic of

metaphysicat modality.st Given the fact that, at @, x is necessarily not originally

constituted by z', it follows that any world in which x is constituted by z' is

metaphysically inaccessible ftom @. And w' is such a world. So, w' is metaphysically

impossible, from the perspective of @.Since we should think that worlds like w' exist,

we should be extended modal realists. Or so Salmon argues.

The most vocal opponent of extended modal realism is David Lewis. Although

Lewis's objection is complexs2, it is ultimately motivated by a rejection of VP. Lewis is a

Humean. Hume famously held that there simply are no absolutely necessary connections

between distinct existences, and that any talk of such absolutely necessary connections is

unintelligible. Some philosophers call this thesis Hume's Dictum (HD).t3 Lewis

subscribes to HD, and also to the following variant of HD, the principle of Unrestricted

Recombination (JR):

tlR: Recombining parts of different possible worlds always yields a possible world.sa

Given HD, Lewis thinks that there is no sense in speaking of an absolutely necessary

connection between any material artifact and its original constitutive matter. Given UR,

Lewis thinks thata world at which a given material object is constituted by a hunk of

matter wholly distinct from the hunk of matter it is in fact originally constituted from is a

legitimate possible world. We have a material artifact, m, in one possible world w. We

have a hunk of matter y in another. Let y be wholly distinct from the matter x that

constituted m in w. From UR, there exists a possible world w'where y constitutes m.

" Sulrooo (1984). See the appendix for a proof of the characteristic axiom schemas 34 and 55, in their
respective classes of standard models.
52 Seehis (1986a), atpp.22I-248.
53 For discussion, see Wilson (forthcoming).
5a Lewis (1986a), pp. 86-88. Elsewhere, Lewis calls this the "principle of plenitude."
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Poce Salmon, w' is not metaphysically impossible at all. There are no metaphysically

impossible worlds, for Lewis (instead, w' is just more of what there is: another possible

world).

In endorsing LIR, Lewis denies VP. So the question of whether or not w' is

metaphysicaily impossibie depends on whether or not VP is necessarily true. And, since

VP is ptainly a non-trivial essentiaiisl principle governing the modal relation between a

given material artifact and the matter from which it is originally constituted, the Lewis-

Salmon debate over metaphysical impossibility is a debate over non-trivial essentialism.

It's worth noting that, while Salmon's argument requires only the truth of VP,

there are additional, intuitively plausible essentialist principles from which an argument

structurally similar to Salmon's might be derived. In addition to VP, philosophers have

posited essentialist principles governing the relation between natural chemical kinds (like

gold) and their atomic number; between members of biological species kinds (like tigers)

and certain biological class properties (like the property of being a mømma[); or between

instances of natural substance kinds (like water) and facts about their underlying

chemical microstructure. Philosophers who accept UR in fuIl generality are committed to

denying these essentiatist principles.ss Consider the property of being a tiger, and the

biological class properry of being an amphibian. From UR, there is a possible world

where these properties are co-instantiated. Thus, if UR is accepted in full generality, then

it will turn out to be possible that a tiger has the property of being an amphibian. This

seems highly counterintuitive to many philosophers.s6

Of course, one may still consistently reject VP in favor UR. World-stateists,

however, have an even stronger argument for the conclusion that there exist

metaphysically impossible worlds. The argument has the additional advantage of not

relying on any controversial essentialist principles. As we noted above, the world-stateist

identifies the possibl¿ worlds with suitably complex properties that might have been

55 For discussion, see Sahnon (1981), Mackie (2006), and Robertson (2008).
tu Salnon (198i), pp.214-219. One reason for this is that these non-trivial essentialist principles provide an

tntuitive principle of cross-world identification In the case of VP, it seems plausible to think that it is the

essential relation that holds between a material artifact x and its constitutive matter that allows us to
legitimately talk about alternative ways that x could åe. Such talk requires that we a¡e able to identify, in
some sense, the very same artifact x in the total space of possibilities, or possible worlds. And we should

agree, with SaLnon, that something like VP constitutes just such a principle of cross-world identification.
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instantiated. Suppose the world-stateist holds that such properties are structured, and

literally have, as proper pârts, simpler properties and relations. Now, just as there are

complex, structured properties that could have been instantiated, there are also complex,

structured properties that couldn'f be instantiated. Among these are logically impossible

properties. Consider the relatively simple properties of being red all over and not being

red all over. And suppose that conjunction is one way for a complex property to be

composed out of simpler properties.sT If so, then there exists the complex, conjunctive

property, being red all over and not being red all over, which has these simpler

properties as proper constituents. Furthermore, there is no reason in principle why this

property could not itself be a constituent of some larger world sized structured property

that corresponds to a world. However, since it contains the property of being red all over

and not being red all over as apart, it will be logically impossible for this world-property

to be instantiated. So, this world-property represents a logically impossible world.

Furthermore, since any logical impossibility is also a metaphysical impossibility, the

world-stateist can conclude that there exist both logically and metaphysically impossible

worlds. Since this argument for impossible worlds does not require any controversial

assumptions about essence, it is immune to the Lewis objection. World-stateists,

therefore, should be extended modal realists.ss

t'Later, we'll look at more sophisticated accounts of how simpler properties can be combined to form
complex structured properties. But the argument for extended modal realism will apply to those accounts as

well, so it's best to keep things simple at this point.
58 King (2007) gives a similar atgument. Unlike King's, however, the above argtrment for logically
impossible worlds does not require that we subscribe to any non-trivial essentialist principles. Lewis fi:rds

the notion of a logically impossible world "incomprehensible." He argues as follows: assume that there

exists a logically impossible world where the law of excluded middle fails, and for any world w, let the

sentential operator 'at-ry' restrict the domain of quantification to the domain of w. Ald let's say that'at-w,
(Þ' is true if and only if Õ is true af w. By assumption, some world w exists such that, at-w, Q &^4. Now,
since linguistic operators that restrict a quantifier to a given domain (like 'at') have no effect on the

interpretations that we give to the logical connectives, the phrase 'at-w, Q &-Q'expresses a proposition

equivalent to'at-w, (Þ & not: at-w, ô.' If that's right, then for us to speak truthfully about w, at the actual

world, requires the contradiction 'at-w, @ & not: at-w, @' to be true at tåe actual world. But this is

incoherent, according to Lewis, since "there is no subject matter, however marvelous, about which you can

tell the truth by conhadicting yourself." Therefore, there exists no such world as w.

Here's what the defender of extended modal realism ought to say in response. A logically
impossible proposition is a proposition that cannot possibly be true. All this shows is that one cannot tell
the truth about anything possible by asserting a logically impossible proposition. However, Lewis's
argument gives us no reason to think that one cnnnot tell the truth about impossibilia by asserting a

logically impossible proposition. So his conclusion does not follow. See Yagisawa (1988) for firther
arguments for extended modal realism. For a reply, see Lewis (1986a), p. 7, frt. 3, and Stalnaker (1996).
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The main business of this chapter has been to motivate modal realism: the thesis

that there exists a plurality of possible worlds that correspond, in some sense, to total

ways that things could have been. Roughly, I drew on two sorlrces of motivation for this

thesis. First, the existence of a plurality of worlds helps us to understand modal

phenomena like contingent and necessary truth, accident, necessity, and essence. And

second, possible worlds are an indispensible element in the semantics of MPL and QML.

Furthermore, in addition to realism about possible worlds, we saw above that world-

stateists in particular have good reasons to believe in the existence of impossible worlds

as well. In the remainder of this essay, I assume that actualist, extended modal realism is

true. More specifically, I endorse world-stateism: the view that possible (and impossible)

worlds are identical to actually existing properties. The main business of the next chapter

will be providing a more thorough metaphysical account of these properties. After

considering some earlier versions of the view, and an important objection, I close the

chapter by presenting a novel version of world-stateism, modeled on recent work in the

metaphysics of composition. In Chapter 3,I further refine the version of world-stateism I

endorse in order to deal with some additional objections that might be raised.
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Chapter 2: World-Stateism and Structured Properties

1. An Answer to the Question of Interpretation:

In Chapter 1, we charactenzed actualist modal realism as the conjunction of

theses (41-43):

(Al) There exists a plwality of possible worlds.
(A2) Eachpossible world actually exists.
(13) (Absolutely) everything that exists is actual.

We also left unanswered the question of interpretation. Seen from the perspective of the

actualist, the question of interpretation amounts to this: given theses (41-43), what is a

plausible metaphysical account of the members of W (the set of worlds that appears in

the semantic component of QML)? Altematively, what is a plausible metaphysics of

possible worlds that satisfies (42), the thesis that each possible world actually exists?

The answer I defend here is that possible worlds (or equivalently, the ways that

things might have been) are properties.r Properties, roughly, include qualitative

attributes: those qualities, features, or characteristics that things exemplifr.2 Different

sorts of things exemplify different sorts of properties. For instance, first-order properties

are qualitative attributes of ordinary, concrete individuals. Examples include the

properties of being wise, being snub-nosed, and being the philosopher who taught Plato,

all of which are exemplified by Socrates. But there are also second-order properties, like

the properties of being a set (exemplified by every set), being a property (exemplified by

all properties) or the property of being someone's favorite property, perhaps exemplified

by goodness.

The above are examples of monadic properties, properties that are in principle

instantiable by a single thing. Polyadic and multigrade propefües are really relations thal

hold, between one or more things.3 Examples include the first-order relation of being

I I use "property" where others use "universal." Some philosophers have used "concept," or "predicable,"
in roughly the sense in which I use 'propefty.'
2 In addition, some philosophers have posited non-qualitative properties, such as identity properties,
essences, or "haecceities." I omit this complication in what follows since, in presenting the thesis of world-
stateism I will be concemed primarily with qualitative properties.

' There is a standard definition of"relation" in set theory according to which a relation is identical to a set

of n-tuples of objects. This is not how I am using "relation" here. Though such identifications may have
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taller than, the relation of being identical with (a relation that everything bears to itself,

and nothing else), and the second-order properties of being a symmetrical relation and

being a more abundant property than. On the conception of properties employed in this

essay, properties are immanent, or wholly located wherever they are instantiated.4 In

general, properties are distinguished from individuals in that they are capable of

(repeatable) instantiation or exemplification, and because one property can be instantiated

at the same time in different spatial locations.s Obama and Sarkozy, for instance, each

(now) exemplifu the property of being a President, and the members of the ordered pairs

<Plato, Aristotle> and <Quine, Lewis> each stand in the being a teacher o/relation.6 In

each of these cases, we have one property (or relation) that is exemplified, and hence

wholly located in, more than one spatiotemporal region.

World-stateists hold that possible worlds are identical to certain suitably complex,

structuredproperties that could have been instantiated. As we will see below, proponents

of the view offer very different explanations of what it is for a property to be structured.

However, given the actualist thesis (43) above, these properties øctually exist, and are for

the most part uninstantiated.

World-stateism isn't a new view.7 But modern interest stems from the work of

Saul Kripke and Robert Stalnaker. Kripke, for instance, in the preface to Naming and

Necessity, writes that instead of identi$ing a possible world with some sort of concrete,

physical object, we should instead identify it with a "possible state (or history) of the

world, or 'counterfactual situation'."8 And Stalnaker, outlining the version of actualism

he favors, writes that "the moderate modal realist [read: actualist] believes that the only

technical value, I take properties and relations to be metaphysically primitive entities, ireducible to set

theoretic notions. For discussion, see Chapter 4.
aFor discussion, see Lewis (1983); Armstong (198i), (1989), Williams (1953), (1986). This is not the only
way of thinking about properties. For example, some philosophers think that properties are "tuanscendent,"

and that a property is never wholly located wherever it is instantiated. If properties are immanent, then it
tums out that uninstantiated properties that could have been instantiated are wholly unlocated, but possibly

wholly located.
t There may be exceptions. For example, though the properlry of being red might be instantiable at the same

time in different spatial locations, we might think that the propertry of being identical with Obama is tot.
u These examples might be problematic, if you think that the members of these ordered pairs no longer exist

and that individuals can only enter into relations (and exempliff properties) at times at which they exist . If
you think that some things can have properties and enter into relations even at times at which they exist, or

if you think that everything exists at every time, then this complication may be igrored.
? Apparently, both Leibniz and Husserl held versions of it. See Leibniz (1952) and Husserl (1975a).
t Kripke (1972), at pp.15-20.
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possible worlds there are 
-ways 

things might have been 
-are 

(like everything that

exists at all) elements of our actual world. They obviously are not concrete objects or

situations, but abstract objects whose existence is infened or abstracted from the

activities of rational agents."e

However, neither Kripke nor Stalnaker give an account of the metaphysics of

those properties that ought to be identified with possible worlds. This came later,

primarily through the work of Peter Forrest, John Bigelow and Robert Pargetter.r0 In the

next section of this chapter, I present the versions of world-stateism developed by these

philosophers. First, I present Peter Forrest's version of world-stateism. I then turn to

Bigelow and Pargetter.

In the third section of the chapter, I defend the metaphysical coherence of

structured properties. I then present an argument (due to David Lewis) for the conclusion

that we shouldn't believe in structured properties at all. Since world-stateists hold that

worlds are identical to a certain sort of structured property, world-stateism is in serious

trouble if Lewis is right. I argue that while Lewis's argument raises diffrculties for the

conception of structured properties defended by Bigelow and Pargetter, Forrest's theory

can be defended from Le\Ã¡is. I conclude, in section 4, by presenting an alternative

account of structured properties, modeled after Kit Fine's recent work in the metaphysics

of composition. Like Forrest's, this conception of structured properties can be defended

from Lewis's objection. However, the metaphysics of structured properties I defend

differs from Forrest's in important ways and, in the next chapter, I show how the view

succeeds in avoiding an objection targeted at versions of world-stateism like his.

2. Theories of Structured Properties:

It will be helpful to begin by briefly describing a relatively simple structured

property, since those identified with entire possible worlds will differ not in kind, but

only in complexity. The stock example from the literature is methane.ll Methane is

e St¿hraker (197 6), p. 32.
10 Forrest (1986a), (1986b); Bigelow (1986a), (198S); Bigelow and Pargetter (1989). Armstrong too was

sympathetic to the project. See his (1986) reply to Lewis.
1r Or perhaps less colloquially, being methane or even being ø methane molecule.I omit this complication
in what follows, since italics will serve to disambiguate between reference to a particular or the property it
instantiates.
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instantiated by methane molecules, each of which consists of five spatial parts. One, a

carbon atom, instantiates carbon; the other four are hydrogen atoms and instantiate

hydrogen.l2 Wherever methane is instantiated, it is wholly present.13 Since each hydrogen

atom is bonded to the single carbon atom, each of a methane molecule's four (ordered)

carbon-hydrogen atom pairs stands in the relation of being bonded /o. This is the intrinsic

nature of a methane molecule.

Methane is a structured property for two reasons. First, its instantiation in some

sense involves the instantiation of the simpler properties carbon, hydrogen and bonded.

And second, there is a complex pattern of entailment between the instantiation of

methane, on the one hand, and the instantiation of the simpler hydrogen, carbon, and

bonded, on the other. Involvemenl is a neutral term that describes whatever relationship it

is that obtains between a structured property and those corresponding simpler properties

and relations to which it is related. Where t pl *d Vl *. schematic expressions standing

for properties, and P denotes fhe parthood relation, we may (allowing for second-order

quantification over properties) define involvement more carefully as (INV):

(INn VxV<pVry {l(q involves ry) <+ [PVq v [-PVq & n(<px +VX)]]

It follows trivially from (INV) that every properly involves itself. It also follows, from

the right-hand side of (INV), that one way a given property q can involve another

property ry is for <p to have y a part. Thus, involvement is either parthood, or it isn't. If it

isn't, then some other relation must obtain between a structured property and the simpler

properties to which it is related. We return to these issues below.

We begin with Peter Forrest. Forrest's theory is the first systematic articulation of

the thesis that possible worlds are identical to structured properties.la His main

contribution is to define three operations on properties which compose structured

properties out of simpler properties. These are what he calls the "product," "contraction,"

12 
See the appendix to this essay for a diagram of a methane molecule.

t' This is a consequence of an immanent, as opposed to fanscendent, conception of properties. See Swoyer
(2000) for discussion of the distinction.
la Forrest (1986a).
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and "projection" operations.ts Since, on this account, structured properties arc literally

composed out of simpler properties and relations, it follows from INV that the

involvement relation, for Forrest, is best understood asthe parthood relation.

Forrest gives the following example of the product operation on simpler

properties. Consider two color properties G and H, such that G is the properly of being

some determinate shade of green and H being some determinate shade of blue. According

to Forrest, the product of G and H, (G x H), will be that (determinate) relation of color

contrast which holds of two individuals x and y iff Gx and Hy. Generalizing, the product

operation takes as argument any two properties (or relations) R and S, where R is m-adic

and S is n-adic, and yields the (m + n)-adic property or relation holding between each of

xt,...frm, andyt,...,¡ iff R-r1 ,...fimand Sy1,. ..,!n.r6

Here's how Forrest's contraction operation works. Consider the two-place

relation, being to the left of and any x and y such that x stands in the being to the left of

relation to y. Applying contraction to (this particular instance of) the being to the left of

relation yields two monadic properties, one for each of the relata. These are the monadic

properties of being to the left of y (instantiated by x) arÅ being such that x is to the left

(instantiated by y). More generally, contraction takes as argument any (n+l)-adic relation

R, and yields an n-place property or relation S exemplified by any of the remaining n

relata of R.

Finally, projection operates on simpler properties and relations as follows.

Consider the property of being a former President, which many individuals instantiate.

Next, consider the mereological sum) or fusion, of all the individuals that instantiate this

property.lT According to Forrest, their mereological sum instantiates the (projected)

property of being the sum of parts related under the property of being aformer President.

Generalizing, ws may think of projection as operating on the argument-places of

properties. For any property F such that 3x1,...,xnExt,...¡n, projection yields a new,

1' I say "simpler" instead of "simple" for two reasons. First, many structured properties witl be composed

or constructed out of constituent properties that are themselves structured (and hence, non-simple). And
second, I take it to be a legitimate, emFirical possibilþ that there in fact are no ultimately atomic, or
ineducibly simple, properties.
16 

Fonest (1986a), p. 17.
tt The mereological sum of a group of n objects is that whole which consists of all n objects, regardless of
the spatial or temporal distance that obtains between any of the n members.
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monadic property F, instantiated by the sum of (x1 * x2*...xn). This is the property of

b e in g-th e - s um- of+h e -p ar t s -r e I a t e d- by - R.

Let's return to the stock example. Intuitively, methane is going to be something

like the complex properfy, instantiated by methane molecules, of being a molecule

composed of a carbon atom bonded to four hydrogen atoms. One way to derive this

property consistent with Fonest's account would be to build in the simpler properties of

carbon and hydrogen,by rcplacing talk of atoms instantiating carbon and hydrogen with

talk of carbon and hydrogen atoms, and applying the projection operation on the relation

of being bonded /o.18 Consider a given methane molecule M. As a methane molecule,M

is the fusion of five spatial pârts, c, hl, hz,l:a, ha, such that c is a carbon atom (i.e.,

instantiates carbon) and each of the hs is a hydrogen atom (i.e., instantiates hydrogen).

Let 'B' denote the being bonded /o relation. Since, in M, the carbon atom is bonded to

each of the hydrogen atoms, we have cBh1,h2,h3,ho.le This instance of being bonded to

has a projection: the property of being the sum of five atomic parts, one of which is a

carbon atom and the other four of which are hydrogen atoms, related under the property

of being bonded /o. Since any molecule that instantiates this property will be a methane

molecule, we might identiff methane with this property.

On Forrest's view, possible worlds are maximal structwed properties. A maximal

structured property is a structured property (a property generated by the application of

one or all of his three compositional operations on simpler properties) that instantiates a

higher-order completion property: the property of høving no further properties.

According to Forrest, the concrete world (or what we might think of as the universe, or

the concrete cosmos, or the fusion of us and all of our surroundings) instantiates one of

these maximal structured properties. And each of the possible worlds are identical to

actually existing, uninstantiated maximal structured properties that the cosmos could

have inståntiated. For obvious reasons, Forrest doesn't attempt to derive the maximal

lE Forrest doesn't say anything about the standard case, let alone about more complex properties.
Presumably, methane could be derived by application of his three property-forming operations in a way
that explicitly includes the properties of lrydrogen and carbon; I make the simpli$ing assumption above in
the interest of brevþ.
le Althougb this is a non-standard way of denoting a relation, I employ this notation in order to make it
intuitively clear that, in this case, c stands tn the bonded relation to each of the ås, but that no member of
the ås stands in this relation to any other member of the ås.
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structured property that he thinks is actually instantiated (this would probably take a

while). However, he holds that the product, contraction and projection operations,

together with the completion property of having no further properties, are in principle

suffrcient to generate a suitably complex, maximal structured property corresponding to

each way that things might have been, including the way that things are. He calls these

properties "world-natures. "2o

2.1. Bigelow and Pargetter: An Alternative Account of Structured Properties:

John Bigelow and Robert Pargetter argue for an alternative picture. Unlike

Forrest, they hold that simpler properties do not literally compose more complex

properties. In fact, all properties in their ontology are atomic, and have no (proper) parts

at all. However, Bigelow and Pargetter hold that some (atomic) properties arc structured

in virtue of standing in certain brute, metaphysically necessary patterns of entailment

towards other (atomic) properties. They suggest thal methaz¿ is structured in this sense.

Its instantiation (by a particular molecule M) entaits that proper parts of M instantiate the

properties of carbon and hydrogen, and that proper parts of M stand in the being bonded

to relation to one-another. This means that for Bigelow and Pargetter, the involvement

relation is best understood in terms of the relation of necessary entailment, artd not as

parthood.

Bigelow and Pargetter distinguish the following three ontological levels:

Level One;

Level Two;

Level Three;

Particular individualsi a.8., atoms and molecules.

Properties and relations of individuals from level one; e.g', hydrogen,

carbon, andbeing bonded to.

Higher-order properties and relations of proportion lhat hold among the

properties and relations at level two; e.g., being co-instantiated with,
having the same number^of instances as, having twice as many instances

as, and being ø property."

20 Forrest (1986a), p. 21

"Eï;;il;;, ñÉti"; *d Pargetter call this a 'three
discussion, at pp. 38-62.

level theory of quantities." See their (1991) for
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And they apply this three-level ontology in order to provide a characterization of the

property methane that (in their view) accounts for the following set of facts:22

(Ð Any molecule that instantiates methane necessarily has proper parts that
instantiate hydr o gen and c arb on.

(iÐ Any methane molecule is such that it has four times as many proper parts

that instantiate hydrogenthanit does proper parts that instantiate carbon.

(iiÐ Any methane molecule is such that each carbon-hydrogen atom pair that
composes it stands in the being bonded to relation, while no hydrogen-
hydrogen atom pair that composes it stands in this relation.

Their proposal, with respectto methane, proceeds via three distinct stages.23

Stage I . Methane is an atomic Level Two properfy of molecules. It is part of the

intrinsic nature of methane that any molecule that instantiates it is composed of exactly

five atomic spatial parts (this may be thought of as an essential, Level Three property of

methane). Furthermore, methane is related to the atomic Level Two properties of carbon

and hydrogen :urirder the Level Three relation of being co-instantiated with. According to

Bigelow and Pargetter, this is a matter of certain metaphysically necessary facts about

methane.za It follows from this that, wherever methane is instantiated, so are carbon and

hydrogen. They take itthat Stage I in their account satisfies (i) above.

Stage 2 concerns further metaphysically necessary features of carbon and

hydrogen. According to Bigelow and Pargetter, whenever carbon and hydrogen are co-

instantiated vnthmethane (as they are guaranteed to by Stage 1), it is a metaphysically

necessary fact about each that the latter stand in the Level Three proportional relation of

havingfour times as many instances øs to the former. In this way, they appear to take fact

(ii) above to be explained since, (by Stage 1) whenever methane is instantiated, so are

carbon and hydrogen, and (by Stage 2) whenever carbon and hydrogen aÍe co-

instantiated v¡tthmethane,there are four times as many instances of the latter as there are

of the former.

22 Bigelo* and Pargetter (1989), pp.6-7.
2' Actually, Bigelow and Pargeffer don't offer a unique proposal for the metaphysics of methane. What
follows is consistent with their general account of "quantities."
2n Bigelow and Pargetter (1989), p. 6.
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Stage 3 agatn concerns metaphysically necessary facts about methøne. First,

Bigelow and Pargetter take it to be guaranteed (by the conjunction of Stages I and2) that

any molecule that instantiates methane has an atomic part that instantiates carbon and

four atomic parts that instantiate hydrogen. Next, they suggest that (again as a matter of

strict metaphysical necessity), any molecule M that instantiates methane is such that each

(ordered) carbon-hydrogen atom pair that composes it stands in the Level Two relation of

being bonded /o. Therefore, fact (iii) is explained.

Like Fonest, Bigelow and Pargetter say liule to indicate how this picture is to be

extended to cases in which structured properties are world-sized. That is, they say little

about how we ought to think about those structured properties that correspond to total

ways that things might have been, i.e., total possible worlds. However, we should keep in

mind that the primary intention of each of these authors is not to explicitly derive those

properties that correspond to total ways that things might have been (including the way

that things are), but rather to defend the more modest claim that realism about structured

properties is metaphysically coherent. Presumably, like Fonest, Bigelow and Pargetter

take possible worlds to be maximal structured properties that fit their particular

conception of structure (perhaps by holding that those properties that correspond to entire

possible worlds are necessarily related to a Level Three completion property, like the

property of entailing the instantiation of no further propertiøs). And presumably, again

like Fonest, they take it that (a) in principle, a structured property corresponding to each

(total) way things might have been exists and that (b) one of these properties is

instantiated by the concrete cosmos, while the others actually exist and are uninstantiated.

3. Lewis Against Structured Properties:
'We 

have two distinct theories of the metaphysics of structured properties. Each

employs a distinct conception of involvement, or structure. For Forrest, involvement is

parthood: structured properties literally have, as proper partS, those simpler properties

and relations that his three compositional operations take as argument. According to

Bigelow and Pargetter, properties are not composed at all out of simpler properties and

relations. Instead, they are atomic, but some stand in certain metaphysically necessary

patterns of entailment towards the instantiation of distinct properties. It is in this sense
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that they think one property may involve another. And they appear to hold that, in a

certainloose sense, such properties may be thought of as structured.

In his "Against Structural Universals," David Lewis argues for the conclusion that

neither of these conceptions of structure caîbe right, and that, therefore, we should not

believe in the existence of structured properties at all.2s If Lewis is right, this is a big

problem for world-stateism. Accordingly, in this section, I present Lewis's objection, and

present a response.

Lewis's argument is best reconstructed as a dilemma.26 The argument, roughly, is

this: we should believe in the existence of structured properties only if there is some

theory T, such that T provides an adequate metaphysics of such properties. A

metaphysics of structured properties is adequate only if it (i) can give a satisfying

explanation of involvemenl, and (ii) can give a satisSing explanation of the complex

pattems of entailment that hold among such properties (such as those patterns of

entailment noted above in connection with methane). According to Lewis, theories like

Forrest's fail to explain the metaphysics of involvement, and (ii) theories like Bigelow

and Pargetter's carLnot give a satis$'ing explanation of entailment; therefore we shouldn't

believe in the existence of structured properties at all.

Before presenting the argument in detail, let's introduce some terminology.

Mereologt, roughly, is the philosophical study of the parthood relation. Lewis assumes

that, if the involvement relation just is the parthood relation (as it is for Forrest), then

involvement is mereologica!.21 In presenting his argument, I follow Lewis in this respect.

To fully appreciate Lewis's argument, it is crucial to note the conception of mereology

that he endorses. Lewis presupposes that something Iike classical mereological monism is

true: there is only one fundamental parthood relation, and the logic of this relation is

captured by the axioms of classical, first-order extensional mereology.2s The basic

axioms of classical extensional mereology include transitivity (if one thing x is a part of

some second thing y, which is in turn a part of some third thing z, then x is a part of z),

uniqueness (any things composed of exactly the same parts are identical) and unrestricted

2s Lewis (i9s6b).
26 Lewis (19s6b).
27 Forrest disagrees. See his (1986a). I return to this point below.
28 Roughly, the logic of frst-order part-hood developed in Leonard and Goodman (1940). See also Varzi
(200e).
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composition (ñry things compose a distinct thing). As we shall see shortly, classical

mereological monism is central to Lewis's argument against structured properties.

Here is the argument in detail. The first hom targets the mereological conception

of involvement, according to which one property involves another if it has it as a part.

According to Lewis, mereological involvement may be understood as isomorphic or as

non-isomorphic. Let's say that mereological involvement is isomorphic if the

compositional structure of a property mirrors the compositional structure of the concrete

particulars that exemptiô/ it. Returning to our stock example, this amounts to the view

that, just as a methane molecule has five proper spatial parts, one of which is bonded to

each of the others, methane will also be divisible into five proper property parts (one

carbon, and four hydrogen) and four relation parts, each corresponding to an instance of

the being-bonded to relation.2e

Now, suppose mereological involvement is isomorphic. According to Lewis, the

problem with isomorphic involvement is that it is inconsistent with the metaphysics of

properties. Properties occur repeatedly, and are instantiated by different particulars at

different spatiotemporal locations. And crucially, properties are wholly present wherever

they are instantiated. If so, then the structured property methane cannot have four proper

parts which are identical to hydrogen, since there is only one hydrogen (likewise for

being bonded to, etc.).30

A related point might help clarify what Lewis thinks is wrong with the isomorphic

variant of mereological involvement. Consider a case where some things, x and y,

compose some further thing, z. Suppose we need to answer the question "ho\¡r' many

(proper) parts does z have?" Intuitively, a natural answer would be "two: x and y". Ar

unnatural answer would be "four: x, y, and x and y." Similarly, what Lewis apparently has

in mind here is that the isomorphic variant of mereological involvement forces us to give

an unnatural answer to the question 'ohow many proper parts does methøne have?", by

2e Lewis (1986b), pp. 90-9i.

'o Note that it is not inconsistent with the metaphysics of properties to suppose that an individual methane

molecule has four atomic spatial parts that instantiate lrydrogen, since each of these will be a distinct atomic
spatial part (of the molecule). The problem, for Lewis, lies in supposing that methane itself is isomorphic to

this molecular structure, since there is only one (and not four) of the property, hydrogen, and only one (and

not four) ofthe relation being bondedto.
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counting the same two things (hydrogen and being bonded to, respectively) more than

once.

However, ultimately what Lewis is arguing here is that the isomorphic conception

of involvement violates the classical mereological axiom of uniquen¿s.ç: any two entities

entirely composed of the same parts are identical (alternatively, for any group of things, if
those things compose some further thing (without remainder), then they compose at most

one thing). To see this, assume for reductio that involvement is isomorphic and that

methane has hydrogen as a part fow times. Now consider butane. A butane molecule

consists of not one but fow linked carbon atoms, with hydrogen atoms bonded to each:

three bonded to each of the end carbon atoms, and two to each of the middle ones.3l If
involvement is isomorphic, then butane will also have carbon, hydrogen artd bonded as

parts (although the configuration of these parts will differ to appropriately mirror the

structure of a butane molecule). But, as Lewis points out, there is only one carbon, one

hydrogen, and one bonded. From the axiom of uniqueness, it follows that methane and

butane are identical. Since this is absurd, involvement is not isomorphic.

So suppose instead that mereological involvement is non-isomorphic. What this

means, in the case of a structured property hke methane, is that carbon, hydrogen, and

being bonded to errter into it only once as proper parts. Again, Lewis's complaint is that

this violate s the uniqueness axiom of classical mereology. Actually, it is even clearer how

this is the case for non-isomorphic involvement. Again, assume for reductio that

involvement is non-isomorphic. Since butane involves carbon, hydrogen and bonded (as,

we are supposing, proper parts), and since butane involves no further properties, carbon,

hydrogen and bonded are all and only the proper parts of both methane and butane. We

thus have two distinct properties composed of identical parts. From uniqueness, it follows

that methane and butane are identical. This is absurd, so involvement cannot be non-

isomorphic. Therefore, neither variant of the mereological conception can give a

satisffing account of the metaphysics of involvement. We may display the frst hom of

the dilemma more formally as follows:

31 
See appendix for a diagrarn.
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(1) We should believe in the existence of structured properties only if we can provide

an adequate metaphysical theory of such properties, T, such that T:
(Ð Explains involvement; and
(iÐ Explains entailment.

(2) Involvement is either mereological or unmereological.
(3) If involvement is mereological, then it is either:

(Ð Isomorphic or
(iÐ Non-isomorphic.

(4) Isomorphic and non-isomorphic conceptions of involvement violate the axiom of
uniqueness.

(5) No mereological relation can violate the axiom of uniqueness.
(6) If (4 &,s),then, if (3), then (7)
(7) If involvement is mereological, then it is not the case that we can give a satisfuing

account of the metaphysics of involvement.

The second horn targets those accounts (like Bigelow and Pargetter's) which

postulate certain brute, metaphysically necessary connections between the instantiation of

wholly distinct, atomic properties. For Bigelow and Pargetter, involvement is

unmereological. According to Lewis, this is the problem. Recall, from Chapter 1, that

Lewis subscribes to Hume's Dictum, according to which any absolutely necessary

connection between wholly distinct existences is unintelligible (his principle of

Unrestricted Recombination, according to which anything from one world can coexist

with anything from another world, is a variant of this Humean doctrine). If methane is

entirely distinct ftom hydrogen, carbon and bonded, as it is on the unmereological

variant, then, given Hume's dictum, Lewis holds that any metaphysically necessary

connection holding between these properties is unintelligible and that, therefore,

unmereological involvement carurot provide a satis$ing explanation of entailment. Since

involvement is either mereological or it isn't, and since endorsing either option results in

a failure to satisff one or the other of Lewis's constraints on adequacy (where adequacy

requires satisffing not one or the other, bult both), Lewis's conclusion follows. This

second horn of the argument, more formally, looks like this:

(8) If involvement is unmereological, then structured properties are mereologically
atomic.

(S.1.) If structured properties are mereologically atomic, then entailment is a

matter of necessary connections between distinct atomic properties.
(S.2.) If entailment is a matter of necessary connections between distinct atomic

properties, then we carurot explain entailment.
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(8.3.) So, if involvement is unmereological, then we cannot explain
entailment.

(9) So, either we cannot give a satisffing explanation of the metaphysics of
involvement, or \üe cannot give a satisffing explanation of entailment.

(10) So, we shouldn't believe in the existence of structured properties.

3.1. A Defense of Structured Properties:

There are a couple of responses to Lewis's argument available to the world-

stateist. First, a proponent of the unmereological conception of structured properties

could deny (8.2). In Chapter 1, we noted that a realist about essential properties may

plausibly deny versions of Hume's Dictum in certain special cases (like those which

concern a material artifact and its constitutive matter, or an instance of a natural kind and

some underlying microstructural feature). Since Bigelow and Pargetter's approach

requires that some properties of properties are essential, this move is always open to

them. And since (S.2) is required for the sub-conclusion in (8.3), this might be a

promising move.32

A second set of points is more relevant to Lewis's overall dialectical strategy.

First, Lewis thinks that explaining entailment wouldn't be a problem if a mereological

account could be had that avoided his worries about the metaphysics of involvement.

This seems plausible. If involvement were mereological, and could be understood in

terms of the relation of part to whole, then entailment facts would simply supervene on

the mereological facts: whenever some structured property has some distinct property as

a proper part, the instantiation of the former would (intelligibly!) explain the instantiation

of the latter.33 And second, Bigelow and Pargetter motivate their view as a response to

Lewis's argument (which they accept) against the mereological conception.3a For these

reasons, in what follows I'll focus on the first horn of Lewis's argument, and what

Forrest (and other world-stateists who hold that involvement is mereological) should say

in response.

" This is basically their response. See their (1989), esp. at pp. 8-11. However, it's worth noting that the

unmereological conception will require þotentially infinitely) many essential properties, at least one for
each structured property that there is. This in itself might count against the proposal.
33 Lewis (1986b), p. 101.
3aSee their (1989), esp. pp. 2-4 tnder the heading 'Not Mereology, and No Magic Please.'
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It's worth noting first what he shouldn't say. He shouldn't say that the structured

properties that the product, contraction and projection operations generate are (i)

properties that literally have other, simpler properties as proper parts, but that (ii) these

parts are somehow fundamentally unmereological in natwe.3s This is because

composition just is mereological composition, and mereology just is the philosophical

study of the part-whole relation. We should agree with philosophers who hold that the

notion of unmereological composition is unintelligible.36 If Forrest's simpler properties

are literally parts of the more complex properties they compose, then they had better be

mereological parts.

What Forrest should do is deny premise (5) in Lewis's argument:

(5) No mereological relation can violate the axiom of uniqueness.

There are two ways he could go about this. First, he could argue that (i) the logic of the

parthood relation that governs the composition of structured properties is not reducible to,

and does not satisff all the axioms of classical extensional mereology, and that (ii)

because of this, Lewis's classical mereological monism is false. Instead, Forrest could

endorse some form of mereolo gical pluralism, according to which there is more than one

fi.rndamental, part-whole relation. For instance, the mereological pluralist might hold that

the part-whole relation that holds for material objects is distinct from the part-whole

relation that holds for paradigmatically abstract objects like properties, propositions, and

the like.37 In particular, the mereological pluralist could deny (5) by holding that the

classical mereological axiom of uniqueness does not govem composition in the case of

properties. Provided axioms goveming the part-whole relation for abstract objects can be

given a satisfuing specification, this would give Forrest a straightforward way to avoid

Lewis's objection.

" He does say this, unfortunately. See his (1986b) reply to Lewis. However, this is largely due to his

acceptance of Lewis's classical mereological monism.
36 

See Lewis ( 1986b), at p. 9 I .

37 For arguments and discussion, see McDaniel Q004), (2006), and (2009). This move is compatible with
the arguments Forrest gives in his (1986b).
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Alternatively, Forrest could hold on to mereological monism (the view that there

is only one findarrtental parthood relation), but deny that classical mereological monism

is true. One reason to go this way is that we might think mereology is topic-neutral, in the

sense that the axioms of mereology which govern the parthood relation are intended to

hold in full generality, regardless of what sorts of entities are the relata.In the remainder

of this section, I'11 explore this strategy.3s

Ultimately, Lewis's complaint against both the isomorphic and non-isomorphic

conceptions of involvement is that they violate the classical mereological axiom of

uniqueness, according to which any two things composed of exactly the same parts are

identical. The principle of uniqueness has clear counterexamples in cases of composition

involving paradigmatically abstract objects. Consider singular propositions and states of

affairs. For some non-symmetrical relation -R, and two particularc a and b, the state of

affairs of ø standing in R to b (aRb) is clearly different from the state of affairs of ó

standing in .R to a (bRa). Yet aRb and bRa are arguably composed of exactly the same

parts.3e And the propositions encoded bV (1) and (2),

(6) Frege admired Russell.

(7) Russell admired Frege.

though clearly different, have the same proper partsa0; namely, Russell, Frege, and the

admiring relation. So if there exist singular propositions and states of affairs, and if
propositions and states of affairs literally have parts, then these are counterexamples to

the classical mereological axiom of uniqueness. And we should think that there are

singular propositions and states of affairs, and that these sorts of things do have parts. So,

we should think that uniqueness of composition does not hold in full generality. But if
mereology is topic neutral, and is intended to hold in full generality regardless of which

entities serve as the relata of the parthood relation, then uniqueness cannot be an axiom of

mereology. First-order, classical extensional mereology therefore gives a false theory of

38 Although it is worttr noting that the arguments of this section are compatible with the first strategy

mentioned above as well. Thanks to Chris Tillnan on this point.
3e Armstrong (1986), and Forest (1986b).
a0 At least on some accounts of structured propositions. For an alternative, see King (2007).
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parthood, and premise (5) in Lewis's argument against structured properties is false.

These considerations vindicate the mereological conception of involvement. V/orld-

stateists like Forrest who hold that possible worlds are identical to complex structured

properties, are free to hold that such properties are literally composed out of simpler

properties and relations.al

4. An Alternative Theory of Structured Properties:

In this section I defend an alternative conception of structured properties, based

on some recent work in the metaphysics of composition. Kit Fine argues for a theory of

composition that he calls atheory of rigid embodiments.az Fine motivates his view by

arguing that aggregation and compounding (the most cornmon forms of classical

composition) fail to explain certain puzzling issues tied to the part-whole relation. For

Fine, a rigid embodiment is a sort of material object. He gives the example of a ham

sandwich. Suppose a given ham sandwich is composed out of ¡¡¡o pieces of bread and a

slice of ham. While the bread and the ham are proper parts of the ham sandwich,

according to Fine they do not exhaust all of its parts. This is because the sandwich also

has, as a part, a relation holding between the ham and the bread: the relation of being

ørr ange d ham s andt v ich-w i s e.a3

More generally, for any material objects xt, x2,...,xnarrd some relation R, the xs

standing in Ris a rigid embodiment. Following Fine, we let 'the xVrR' denote such a rigid

embodiment. The xslR is a composite object that has the xs and R as proper parts. The:cs

are what Fine calls its material parts, and the relation R is its formal part, or what Fine

calls its principle of rigid embodiment. Crucially, the mode of composition characteristic

of rigid embodiments cannot be reduced to that of classical mereological aggregation or

summation, because this would be to overlook what Fine calls the "predicative role"

played by R, "which somehow serves to modifu or qualiff the components [of the rigid

at Given the nature of his compositional operations, it seems likely that Forrest would favor the non-

isomorphic conception of mereological involvement. However, nothing in the above response tums on this.
a2 Fine (1999). See also his (199a) for discussion of these two forms of classical mereological composition.
And for a more recent discussion, see Caplan, Tillnan and Reader (ms).
n'Fine (1999).
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embodimentl."4 The key thing to take from Fine's theory is the special role played by R,

in the composite the xs/R.Intuitively, .R specifies the way that the material parts of the

composite are affanged, or how the material parts of the composite are with respect to

each other.

My own view is that Fine's theory of rigid embodiments can be adapted to

provide an intuitive and simple account of the metaphysics of a structured property,

provided we allow properties to play the role that material parts play in such composites.

In order to see how this might go in the case of our simple example of methøne, we need

to introduce some new terminology. Let's say that, for any properties <pr, Q2,...,9n and

some (higher-order) relation,R holding between<p1 , e2,...,9n, that the <ps standing in R is a

ngidproperty-embodiment. Following Fine, let the <ps/R denote the <ps standing in,R. The

<ps and R are all proper constituents of the gs/R. Call the <ps the encodedparts of the <ps/R,

and call R the encoding part of the <ps/R. Just as the principle of rigid embodiment

specifies the way that the material parts of a rigid embodiment are ananged, we can think

of the encoding part of a rigid property-embodiment as speciffing the way that its

encoded (i.e., property) parts stand to one another.

V/ith this terminology in place, we might identi$' methane with the following

complex, conjunctive rigid properly-embodiment. 'Where the properties of having a

proper part thøt exemplifies carbon and having a proper part that exemplifies hydrogen

are encoded parts, and the higher-order relation of having four-times as many instances

as is an encoding part, the resulting rigid property-embodiment, methane, is a structured

property instantiated by all and only methane molecules. Methane, on this view, is going

to be the (conjunctive) property of being a molecule with five proper atomic parts such

that any atomic part that exemplifies hydrogen is bonded to any proper part that

exemplifies carbon, and being such that the property of having a proper part that

exemplffies hydrogen has four-times as many instances as the property of having a

proper part that exemplifies carbon. Its encoding part, having four-times as many

instances os, may be thought of as specifying the unique set of relations that hold

* Fine (1999), p. 65. Consider the mereological sum, or fusion, of the bread and the ham. It exists even

when the bread and the ham are in distinct, non-overlapping regions. Thus, the ham sandwich cannot be

identical to the mereological sum of the bread and the ham.
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between the properties of having a proper part that exemplifies carbon and having a

proper part that exemplifies hydrogen, whenever these properties are instantiated by

proper parts of a methane molecule.

On this view, structured properties are just rigid embodiments of a certain special

sort: namely, rigid embodiments that contain properties as non-formal parts. It's worth

noting two things about this account of the structured property methane. First, on this

account, methane is going to be non-isomorphic, in Lewis's sense, to a methane

molecule, since each of its proper constituents will enter into it only once. Second, the

account easily avoids Lewis's worry about compositional uniqueness, since the rigid

property-embodiments we identiSr with methane and butane will have completely

different encoding parts. However, since it seems likely that some (distinct) rigid

properfy embodiments will involve identical parts (consider iterations of some such

construction under the relation of being a property), we still ought to hold that classical,

extensional mereology gives a false theory of the parthood relation.as

One advantage the view enjoys over the accounts surveyed at the beginning of

this chapter is that extending it to show how entire worlds might be identified with

structured properties is fairly straightforward. Again, we introduce some terminology.

For any world w in W, let D* denote the domain of w. Intuitively, the members of Drwill

be the set of individuals that exist at w.a6 Next, for any w and individual i in Dru, we

introduce the world-relativized notion of i's maximal singular property at-w, and let w¡

denote such a properfy. The idea here is that, just as entire worlds represent different total

ways for things to be, less-than-maximal (proper) parts of worlds represent particular

ways for individuals to be.a7 Maximal singular properties like w¡ serve as these less-than

maximal proper parts of worlds.

Maximal singular properties are structured properties that essentially involve

individuals and properties as proper constituents. We can think of them as a special sort

of rigid embodiment. They are neither rigid embodiments simpliciter (of the sort Fine

a5 
See Caplan, Tillnan and Reader (ms).

a6 Since the view is actualist, the members of any D* will actually exist, since every w actually exists.
Atthough I think that there are good reasons for actualists to favor a CD semantics, according to which the
domains of every world are coextensive, the above presentation is intended to be compatible with either CD
or VD semantic models.
ot As in Lewis (1983).
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discusses in cor¡rection with ham sandwiches) nor rigid property-embodiments (of the

sort discussed above in connection with methane).Instead, a singular property is a mixed

rigid embodiment containing both material parts (individuals from some D*) and

encoded parts (various properties and relations) as proper constituents, in addition to an

encoding part, which specifies the way that these constituents are related.

A natural thought is that the encoded parts of a singular property w¡ will include

an individual i together with those properties i is represented as exempliffing at, or with

respect to, w. The encoding part of a singular properfy, on this view, is the relation of

exemplification.Wifhthese matters in place, we can say that for any individual l, world w

and properties F, G and H such that i is represented as exemplifuing F, G and H at, or

with respect to, w, I's singular property at-w, w¡, is the mixed rigid embodiment denoted

by "i, F, G, Ilexemplification."os This singular properly, w¡, is in effect a property which

encodes a certain subset of l's properties at w under the relation of exemplification. More

simpty: w¡ reprosents i as having F, G and H at w, and may be thought of as the property

of being such that i has F, G and H.

For arbitrary world w and individual I such that i is a member of D*, we may say

that w¡ is maximal if an inventory of its encoded parts exhaustively characfenzes the

qualities i is represented as exempliffing at w. 'Where 
w¡ is such a property, w¡ in effect

encodes the totality of l's properties at w under the relation of exemplification. Thus, for

arbitrary i, and where "@" denotes the actual world, I's maximal singular property, @i,

represents the total way that i actually is, provided I is a member of Dq. And (again for

arbitrary I and worlds @,wl,w2,...,wn e W,the corresponding set of l's maximal singular

properties, {@¡wir,wiz,...,win),isthesetoftotalpossibilitiesforl(withrespecttoworlds

@rw',r'r...rwn).

Atotalworld, onthis conception, is atotality of ways for individuals to be, for all

individuals that exist at that world. A world is a special sort of structured property. It is a

maximal rigid property-embodiment. The encoded parts of a maximal rigid property-

embodiment (i.e., a world) will be all and only maximal singular properties of the sort

ot I say "represented as exemplifring" at a world instead of "exemplifies" at a world because I think that

individuals don't literally exemplify properties at any world other than the instantiated one. I return to this

topic in detail in the next chapter, in connection with overlap and the issue of accidental, intinsic
properties.
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discussed above. This element of the view captures the fact that proper parts of worlds

represent ways for particular individuals to be. Thus, for arbitrary world w, and

individuals i1, i2,...,in such that i1, i2,...,in are in D,r,the maximal singular properties w¡,¡,

wiz,...,winare the encoded parts of the structured property which is, on this view, identical

with w.

The encoding part of a world (qua maximal rigid property-embodiment) may be

thought of as the relation of actualization. This captures the fact that each world

'represents itself as being the way that things are) or, equivalently, as being the way that

things actually are. Thus, for arbitrary world w, and individuals ir, i2,...,i, in D*, \¡/e may

formally identiff w with the rigid property-embodiment denoted by "wit,

w¡2,...,w¡nlactualizøtion " w is, in effect, a structured property that represents its encoded

parts as being co-instantiated under the relation of actualization, and may be thought of

as the property of being such that wil,w¡2,...,w¡n ar€ actualized.

The actual world, @, is on this conception also a maximal rigid property-

embodiment. It is the maximal rigid properfy-embodiment that is instantiated. AII other

possible worlds correspond to maximal rigid property-embodiments that are

uninstantiated,but which could have been instantiated. However, recall from Chapter 1

that world-stateists ought to think that in addition to the possible worlds, there are also

impossible worlds, i.e., worlds that could not have been instantiated. Following Scott

Soames, let's say that each world that exists is epistemically possible: it can coherently be

supposed to be instantiated, md cannot be known a priori not to be instantiated.

Depending on which world ¿s instantiated, however, some worlds will be such that it is

not metaphysically possible that they be instantiated. These are metaphysically

impossible worlds. The rest of the epistemically possible worlds are the metaphysically

possible worlds. These represent total ways that things could have been, given the way

that things are.ae

The primary business of this chapter has been to provide an answer to the

question of interpretation posed in Chapter 1. According to the answer I have given, each

world is identical to a maximal structured property that actually exists. Our discussion of

on Here, I follows Soames (2003). We could draw fi.rther distinctions here as well among the worlds that

are metaphysically possible given the way that things are. For instance, some metaphysically possible

worlds wilt be physically impossible, given the way that things happen to be.
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Lewis's objection to structured properties showed that the notion of a structured property

is metaphysically coherent, provided we see the axioms of classical extensional

mereology as giving a false theory of the parthood relation. Taking a page from Kit

Fine's theory of rigid embodiment allows for a straightforward account of how those

properties that arc to be identified with total worlds are literally composed out of

individuals, simpler properties, and relations. This is the theory of worlds that I assume in

the remainder of the essay.

In what follows, I consider some objections to the account. In Chapter 3, I

consider two main issues. The first concerns how it is that worlds represent, de re, of a

particular individual i thal such and such is possible for l. On the account I defend,

worlds represent de re by overlapping: individuals are literally parts of more than one

possible world. I then defend overlap from a well-known objection. In the second half of

Chapter 3, I draw some distinctions that cut across all versions of world-stateism that we

have considered so far. Here, my primary concern is to distinguish the version of world-

stateism I endorse from Forrest's account (and others like it). I argue that Forrest's

account is vulnerable to a strong objection that my own view avoids, and that this counts

as a point in favor of my account of possible worlds.
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Chapter 3: Abstract Issues

1. Representation De Re:

The concern of this chapter is with two broad issues that bear directiy on any

version of actualist modal realism, including the version of world-stateism I developed at

the end of the last chapter.l In this section, I consider the issue of how a world w

represents, de re, of some individual I that such-and-such is true of i, af or with respect to

w. Here, I distinguish between modal realism with overlap and modal realism without

overlap. Actualists who believe in overlap face what David Lewis has called the

argument from accidental intrinslcs. I present Lewis's argument, and consider some

different ways that the world-stateist might respond. In section 2, I distinguish between

genuine and ersatz modal realism, and present an argument for the conclusion that any

version of world-stateism ought to be genuine.2 Since Forrest's world-stateism, discussed

at the beginning of Chapter 2, is a species of ersatz modal realism, while the view I

developed is not, the argument in section 2 will demonstrate certain advantages my

account enjoys over Forrest's.

Let's say that two worlds, w and w', non-trivially overlap only if at least one

individual is a part of each. Admitting higher-order quantification over worlds

themselves, we may express the idea more formally as follows:

Non-Trivial Overlap: VwVw' f(w overlaps w') ê lx(Pnv &,Prw')13

Suppose we characterize modal realists who believe in (non-trivially) overlapping worlds

as holding that our everyday de re modal claims about possibility and necessity ought to

be analyzed along the following lines:

I Stictly speaking, all of the issues considered in this chapter cut across both actualist and possibilist

versions of modal realism. Since I am concerned with defending actualism, in what follows I largely ignore

the corresponding debates as they bear on possibilist modal realism.
2 The terminolory is Lewis's. See his (1986a), af pp.136-174.

' I say "non trivial" because all modal realists ought to hold that some entities, like certain properties,

(trans-world) fusions of individuals, sets and (de dicto) propositions, can literally be parts of more than one

world. The confroversial cases of overlap are those in which a given individual exists at more than one

possible world.
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(0¿.,,) OFa <+ lw [Paw & (at-w,Fa)]

(n¿.,.) trFa<+Vw [Paw + (at-w,Fa)]a

(0¿. r.) says that some individual a is possibly F only if there exists a world that has a as a

part and at which a is F. And (n¿sr.) says that some individual ø is necessarily F only if ø

is F at every world at which it exists as a part. The crucial thing to note is that, according

to modal realism with overlap, a given individual can exist as a literal part of more than

one possible world.

Modal realism without overlap is the thesis that this is never the case. According

to modal realism without overlap, ordinary individuals arc world-bound: they never exist

at more than one possible world. Lewis's modal realism is perhaps the most well-known

example of this view. According to Lewis, de re modal claims of the form OFa and trFa

are not analyzed in terms of worlds containing a as a part.s lnstead, such claims are

analyzed in terms of worlds containing qualitatively similar counterparts of a, where a

counterpart of ø is just another world-bound individual that is similar, in certain

contextually determined respects, to a. On this view, the de re modal claim expressed at

the actual world by (1a) is analyzed in terms of (1b),

(1a) John McCain could have won the 2008 Presidential election.

(1b) lx3w (Pxw & Cxm &Ex),

or, more colloquially, in terms of the existence of a world w having, as a part, a

victorious counterpart of McCain (that is, a victorious individual who is not identical to

McCain but is similar, in certain contextually salient respects, to McCain).

4 Strictly speaking, each of these principles would need to be modified in order to reflect the fact that what
is (metaphysically) possible/necessary at a given world is always a matter of which worlds are

metaphysically accessible from it. I omit this fonnal complication here since it doesn't bear on the present

discussion. However, each of these principles, and their universally quantified variants below, ought to be

read as implicitly asserting the existence of an qccessible world where such-and-such is the case. For

discussion, see the section on the semantics of modal logics in Chapter l, and the appendix.
t Aside from the trivial case where OFa is true at a world w such that a exists at w and is F at w.
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1.1. Overløp and the Problem of Accidental Intrinsic Properties:

The version of actualist modal realism I presented at the end of Chapter 2 is

committed to overlap, since ordinary individuals (things like you and I, Socrates, Obama,

Australia, and the Eiffel Tower) are literally parts of different possible worlds (this is a

consequence of the fact that individuals are constituents of the maximal singular

properties that go together in composing entire worlds).6 As such, the view faces the

fotlowing argument from accidental intrinsic properties.T In presenting the argument, I

¿Issume the version of world-stateism I presented in the last chapter, according to which

possible worlds are maximal, uninstantiated structured properties that actually exist and

have individuals and properties as proper parts.

Here is the argument. Suppose the world-stateist endorses the following naive

principle of overlap (OP) as the appropriate analysis of de re possibility claims:

Naive Overlap Principle (OP): For any individual x, and property F, it is possible that x
exemplifii F only if there exists a world w such that (i) x
is apart of w and (ít) at-w,x exemplifies F.

(OP) represents the universally quantified version of the above principle of de re

possibility, (0¿. ,.).8 It says that a de re possibility claim of the form OFa is true only if
there exists a world w such that a is a part of w and at-w, a exemplifies F. And suppose

that in addition to (OP) \¡/e assume the following intuitively plausible principle governing

intr insic property instantiation at-a-world:

Intrinsic Exemplification (IE): For any individual x, world w, and intrinsic properly F, x
exemplifies F at-w only if (i) x exists at w and (ii) x has F
simpliciter.

Very roughly, a properry is intrinsic to an individual ø if its instantiation is wholly a

matter of internal facts about a, and not a matter of any external relations a stands in to

6 lt's worth noting that overlap is, in principle compatible with both actualist and possibilist versions of
modal realism. For a version of genuine modal realism that is both similar in spirit to Lewis's own view,
and also holds that worlds literally overlap in this non-trivial sense, see Kris McDaniel's (2004) and
(2006).
7 Lewis (1986a) atpp.198-202.
8 I omit the corresponding universally quantified principle of analysis for de re necessity/essentiality, since

we are here concemed only with acciden¡øl intrinsic properties.
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other individuals.e For instance, being wise, being snub-nosed, and being a philosopher

are (arguably) intrinsic properties of Socrates. A less controversial example might be the

property of having a singular self-referential thoughl. Extrinsic properties do depend on

matters of fact external to the exemplifier. Being the teacher of Plato, being taller than

Xanthippe, and being thought sbout in 2009 are some of Socrates's extrinsic properties,

since he exemplifies them partly in virtue of how things stand with other individuals.

The idea behind (IE) is that, when F is an intrinsíc property, its exemplification by

an individual a at-a-world w is analyzable in terms of (i) ø existing at w and (ii) a

exemplifyingF simpliciter. Alternatively, whenever F is intrinsic, the exemplification of

F by an individual a is never a matter of ø standing in a relation to anything else. This is

intuitive, given what it takes for a property to be intrinsic. Now, although (OP) and (IE)

are both plausible, Lewis's argument is intended to show that they cannot be jointly true.

For suppose that the conjunction of (OP) and (IE),

(1) (oP & IE)

is true, and that Fa, for some individual a and intrinsic, accidental property F.

(2) Fa

Since F is accidental to o,we also have (3):

(3) o-Fa

But from (3), and the first conjunct of (1), (OP), it follows that there exists a world w

such that a is a part of w and at-w, -Fa. Since F is intrinsic, it follows from this and the

second conjunct of (1), (IE), that ø exists at w, and that -Fa.

(a) lw [Paw & (at-w, -Fa)]

e Not much tu¡rs on the specifics of the distinction here, and I presume that some houble-free account is

possible. For discussion, see Kim (T982), Lewis (1983), and Lewis and Langton (1998).
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(5) [(ø exists at w) & -Fa]

This leads straightforwardly to contradiction:

that

(6) -Fa

from the second conjunct of (5) we have it

is also true. But then (from (2)) both Fa and -Fa. Since this is impossible, one of our

initial assumptions must be false. According to Lewis, since (IE) captures what it is for a

property to be intrinsic for an individual at a given world, the only option is to deny the

principle of de re representation in terms of overlap (OP). So modal realism with overlap

is false.

L2. Responses to the Argument;

Lewis's own solution is to replace (OP) with a counterpart-theoretic treatment of

de re possibility, according to which (i) (ordinary) individuals are never a part of more

than one possible world, and (ii) de re modal claims about (world-bound) individuals are

understood as claims about their modal counterparts at different possible worlds. Given

the structure of the argument, an altemative would be to hold (OP) frxed as the analysis

of de re possibitity claims, and to deny (IE). Suppose we do this by endorsing the view

that property exemplification is always world-indexed;

w-Indexed Exemplification: For any individual x, property F and world w, x exemplifies
F at w only if (i) x exists at w and (ii) Fx-at-w.

Substituting this principle for (IE) entails that property exemplification is always a matter

of a relation holding between an individual and a world. This move is sufficient to block

the argument, since it no longer follows from the fact that, for some world w, intuitively

intrinsic property F and individual a such that at-w, Fa, that a exists at w and a is

F simpliciter. However, this seems bad. (IE) was meant to be a fully general principle

governing the exemplification of intrinsic properties. But if exemplification is always w-
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indexed, then it tums out there are no actually intrinsic properties. And it seems false to

hold that no individual actually instantiates an intrinsic property: your actual shape and

size, for instance, seem (arguably) to be examples of perfectly intrinsic properties of

yours, and not a mafter of a relation holding between you, your shape or size, and the

actual world. Furthermore, the approach would rule out the metaphysical possibility of

intrinsic properties. If you share either the intuition that, at least some of the time, some

things actually instantiate intrinsic properties, or that intrinsic properties are at least

metaphysically possible, then you should think that this response to the argument from

accidental intrinsics involves costs that are too high to pay.

A second move might be to supplement the above principle of w-indexed

exemplification with an additional principle governing the exemplification of intrinsic

properties at the actual world, @.t0

@-intrinsic Exemplification: For any individual .lc and intrinsic property F, if x
exemplifiesF at-@, then (i) x exists at @ and (ii) Fx.

Thus, we might think that the above principle of w-indexed exemplification holds only

for the exemplification of properties at worlds other than the actual world, but that,

whenever an individual a actually exemplifies an (intuitively intrinsic) property F, this is

a matter of ø exempliffing F simpliciter, and not a matter of a exempliffingF at-@. We

thereby satisfy the intuition that some actually instantiated properties are intrinsic, and

avoid the worry raised above in connection with the first proposal. Furthermore, we can

stitl block the contradiction generated at premise (6) in the argument from accidental

intrinsics.

Consider a concrete case. Socrates is actually wise, but only contingently so.

Since wisdom is intuitively an intrinsic property, and since Socrates actually has this

property, @-intrinsìc exempli/ìcation comes into play and we may say that Socrates

exemplifieswisdom. Since Socrates is only contingently wise, it follows (from (OP) that

Socrates has the property of being unwise at some possible world w. Since w is not the

actual world, w-indexed exemplification comes into play, and we avoid contradiction by

saying that S o crates exempli ftes b e in g-unw i s e - at -w .

to Here, and in what follows, Ilet"@" denote the actual world.
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However, there is (at least) one significant problem with this approach. Suppose

we adopt an indexical account of actuality, according to which the content, or meaning,

of a proposition expressed by a sentence containing "actual," or cognate locutions like

"actually" and "the actual world" is a matter which varies from world to world.

According to the indexical account of "actual" and its cognates, the sentence "Actually,

Saul Kripke is a philosopher," when used by anyone at the actual world, @, expresses the

proposition that Saul Kripke is a philosopher at @, while the same sentence, used by a

speaker at a world w (+@) expresses the proposition that Saul Kripke is a philosopher at

llw.

The indexical account of actuality fits well with the intuition that every possible

world, including the actual world, represents itself as being actual; alternatively, every

possible world represents itself as being the way things are, actvally. But suppose we

adopt the present proposal, and that we wish to know the truth values of the sentences

"Actually, Socrates is wise," when evaluated at @, and "Actually, Socrates is unwise,"

when evaluated at w. Since w represents Socrates as being unwise, and since (according

to the indexical account of actuality) (i) w represents itself as being actual, and (ii)

"actually," at w, refers to the way things are at w, @-intrinsic exemplffication is called

into play. It then tums out that, from the perspective of w, Socrates exemplifies being

unwise, while at @, he exemplifies being wise. But then, speaking unrestrictedly, it

follows that Socrates has the properly of being wise and the properly of being unwise: a

contradiction. Thus, given plausible semantic assumptions about "actJal" and cognate

locutions, and about the evaluation of propositions expressed by sentences containing

these indexical terms at contexts of use that range across distinct possible worlds, it turns

out that the problem raised by the argument from accidental intrinsics is not avoided on

this approach.12

11 See Soames (2007), Lewis (1986a), van Inwagen (1980).
12 A modified proposal fares even more badly. Suppose that, in addition to an indexical theory of actuality,

we also endorse the view that only one world is absolutely actuql. On this view, each world continues to

represent itself as being actual; propositions expressed by sentences containing "actual" and its cognates

continue to refer to the world of the context; but properly exemplification at any world that is not the

absolutely actuulworld is always world-indexed, while property exemplification at the absolutely actual

world is un-indexed. On this view, properties exemplified at worlds that are not absolutely actual are

world-indexed, but some of these are properties thal would be intrinsic, were it the case that w were

instantiated (i.e., absolutely actual). This bizane view inherits all the problems with the above proposal,
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I think that what these considerations show is that philosophers who wish to hold

onto an analysis of de re modal predication in terms of overlapping worlds ought to reject

the naive overlap principle (OP). In its place, we might substitute the following general

modal principle governing the possible exemplification of any property, intrinsic or

otherwise. Call this the modal overlap principle:

Modal Overlap Principle: For any individual x and property F, it is possible that x
exempliff F only if (i) there exists a world w such that:c is
a part of w and (ä) if w were instantiated, then x would
have F.13

The idea behind the modal overlap principle is that speaking of the extension of a

property F, at a world w, is elliptical, and ought to be understood in terms of the

extension that F would have, were w instantiated. Stnctly speaking, on this view,

individuals only exemplify properties (intrinsic or otherwise) at, or with respect to, the

world that is in fact instantiated, and are therefore oriy literally in the extension of those

properties that the instantiated world represents them as having.

This proposal does not require that we no longer think of a possible world w as

representing that certain individuals are in the extension of properties at w. A possible

world w represents properties that the individuals who exist at it would have had, had w

been instantiated. But the modal overlap principle does preclude us from equating the fact

that aworld w represents that some individual is in the extension of a property F with that

individual literally being inthe extension of F ü w.ta This is a significant departure from

theories of truth at-a-world that treat the extension of any predicate, at any world w, as a

matter of simply reading-off the extensions of corresponding properties atw.ls

and adds to these the fact that we are forced to say that some properties (the intuitively intrinsic properties)
are such that their exemplification is a matter than can 'shift' from being w-indexed to being unindexed.

But surely whether or not a prope(y is intrinsic is not a matter that can shift in this way.
t' A corresponding principle for the analysis of de re necessity/essentialþ would say that for any world w,
were it the case that w were instantiated, x would have the relevant properfy. Again, I assume that, where

the modalþ in question is metaphysical, these principles ought to be read as implicitly asserting the

existence of metaphysically accessible worlds.
ta The proposal is formally similar to one suggested by Plantinga (1973). See also Stalnaker (1986), and

van Inwagen (1985).
tt This is a common teaûnent of the semantics of predicates, and of their extensions, across possible

worlds. See, for example, King (2007), at pp. 80-86.
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Returning to our concrete example, consider how this proposal would have us

evaluate the proposition expressed by "Socrates is unwise," with respect to some

arbif;ary, uninstantiated world w. We want it to be the case that w represents that

Socrates is unwise. What the world-stateist ought to say is that this is a matter of (i)

Socrates existing at w, by being apart of w, and (ii) w representing, of Socrates, that he

has the (arguably intrinsic) property of being unwise. (i) is straightforward, and follows

from the version of world-stateism I presented at the end of the last chapter: Socrates

exists at w, as a part, in virtue being a constituent of a singular, structured property,

)l/socrares, that is itself a constituent of the rigid properfy-embodiment identified with w. (ii)

is a matter of (a) l?socrates encoding Socrates and the property of being unwise (perhaps

among other properties and relations) under the relation of exemplification and (b) w

being such that, were it instantiated, Socrates would have been unwise.

This proposal doesn't run afoul of the indexical account of actuality. "Actually,

Socrates is unwise," when evaluated at arry world w, comes out true if w represents

Socrates as being in the extension of being unwise at w. But this is not a matter of

Socrates standing in the (w-indexed or un-indexed) relation of exemplification to being

unwise at w. He doesn't literally exemplifr the property at all, at or with respect to w, on

this view. But he would, if (and only if) it were the case that w were instantiated. This is

because, on this proposal, saying that "socrates is unwise at \¡r'" is true is elliptical and

ought to be understood as saying that Socrates would åe unwise, if w were instantiated.

And the proposal respects the intuition that some properties are intrinsic, and that

their exemplification is not a matter of a relation holding between an individual, property,

and world. Given that the actual world @ is a properËy that represents Socrates as being

wise, and given that this property is instantiated, Socrates is literally in the extension of

the intrinsic property wisdom.

Adopting the modal principle of overlap avoids contradiction by precluding the

move from (4) to (5) in the argument from accidental intrinsics. So world-stateists who

are (i) committed to overlap, but are (ii) uncomfortable with denying that anyone (or

anything) ever actually instantiates (or could instantiate) an intrinsic property, and (iii)

wish to hold on to the intuitively plausible indexical analysis of "actual" and its cognates,

ought to consider this solution to the problem of accidental intrinsics.
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1.3. Modal Realism and Primitive Modality:

The above response to the argument from accidental intrinsics requires drawing

an irreducible, primitive modal distinction between the maximal structured property that

is instantiated and each of the uninstantiated maximal structured properties that

correspond to (merely) possible worlds. Indeed, what it ls for an individual ø to possibly

have a property F is for atobe part of a world w such that, were w instantiated, ø would

have F. Instantiation makes all the difference between something being merely

represented as being in the extension of a property (as is the case with uninstantiated

worlds), and something literally being in the extension of a property by exemplifuing it

(as is the case with the actually instantiated world-property).

Some philosophers (most notably Lewis) find the notion of primitive, irreducible

modality somehow problemati".t6 Th"re philosophers think an analysis of modal

phenomena like contingency and necessity, accident and essence, ought to somehow

reduce the modal to the non-modal.l7

All other things being equal, I think that the claim that the modal ought to reduce

to the non-modal ought to be taken seriously. After all, it seems like we ought to prefer

that theory of reality that explains so called "hypothetical facts," like modal facts, in

terms of some more fundamental, "categorical," or non-modal, reality. However, I don't

think a commitment to primitive modality is somehow inherently problematic, because I

don't think that all other things really are equal. For instance, it seems obvious to many

philosophers that a counterpart-theoretic analysis of de re modality, according to which

hypothetical modal facts about an individual are analyzed in terms of non-modal,

categorical facts about that individual's counterparts, just gets the facts wrong about

modality. It entails, for instance, that every world-bound individual has each of its

properties as a matter of utter necessity. But, clearly, you could have lacked some of the

properties you currently have; you could have lacked the property of reading this essay,

for example. Since this is literally false, on a reductionist analysis in terms of

counterparts, I think that the natural response should be to abandon counterpart theory.

tu But see also McDaniel (2004), and Bricker (2006), (2008).
17 It is surprising that modal realism has come to be associated with this reductionist approach. Instead, it
,r.-, -oi" appropriate to call philosophers who take this approach "modal reductionists" instead of
"modal realists." See Plantinga (1937) for an excellent discussion on the matter.
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Thus, I think that world-stateists who are committed to overlap shouldn't worry that the

response to the argument from accidental intrinsics outlined above commits them to

primitive modality.ls

2. Genuine vs. Ersøtz Modal Realism:

In this section, we turn to the distinction between what David Lewis calls genuine

and ersatz modal realism.le According to Lewis, the genuine modal realist is one who

holds that there is no fundamental metaphysical or categorical difference between any of

the worlds, including the actual world. Leaving open for the moment what counts as a

fundamental metaphysical catego4y, genuine modal realism may be characteized as the

following thesis:

Genuine Realism: Vw[w+@-+ (w belongs to the same fundamental metaphysical

category as @)l

Lewis's own version of modal realism is genuine, as he makes clear in the following

passage from C ount erfactual s :

When I profess realism about possible worlds, I mean to be taken literally. Possible worlds

are whai they are, and not some other thing. If asked what sort of thing they are, I cannot

give the kind of reply my questioner probably expects: that is, a proposal to reduce

possible worlds to something else. I can only ask him to admit that he knows what sort of
ihitrg oor actual world is, and then explain that other worlds are more things of that sort,

difãring not in kind but only in what goes on at them. Our actual world is only one world
among others.20

Although Lewis has reservations about employing the terms "concrete" and "abstract," he

often characterizes his version of genuine modal realism as the view that, like the actual

world, all possible worlds are concrete.2l But \ /e can do better by simply noting that the

actual world, for Lewis, is a maximally spatiotemporally interrelated individual, and not

tt This is an abbreviated discussion of a very important issue. For arguments on either side of the debate,

see Sider (2003), Plantinga (1987), Divers (2002), pp. 4l-164, Lewis (1986a), pp. 136-174), (1986b)'
re Lewis (1986a), pp. l-92,736-174.
20 Lewis (I973),p. 85, my emphasis.
tt See esp. tewis ltltOa¡ at. pp. 8l-86. The main problem with this terminology is that there doesn't seem

to be any way of marking the ãistinction that is free of counterexamples. Lewis is reluctant to employ the

term 'concrete' to characterize his version ofgenuine modal realism for these reasons'
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a properly, state of affairs, proposition, or set of such things. For simplicity, let's call any

such individual a Lewisian World:

Lewisian World: an individual y is a Lewisían World only if (i) there are some xs such

that each one of the xs is spatiotemporally related to each of the xs, (ii)
none of the xs is spatiotemporally related to any object that is not one

of the xs, and (iiÐ y is the fusion of the xs.22

From the passage cited above and the identification of the actual world with a Lewisian

V/orld, it follows that Lewis identifies every world with a Lewisian World. In this sense,

Lewis is a genuine modal realist.

The ersatz modal realist disagrees. Ersatzers typically hold that there is a

fundamental metaphysical or categorical difference between the actual world and each of

the possible worlds, which is often expressed as the view that the actual world is

concrete, while each of the possible worlds is (in some sense) abstract. Again, we can do

better by simply noting that typically this amounts to the view that (i) the actual world is

a Lewisian World, and (ii) no (merely) possible world is a Lewisian World:

Ersatz Realism: @is a Lewisian World &,Vwlw+@-+ -(w is a Lewisian l4rorld)l

Peter van Inwagen, in his "Two Concepts of Possible Worlds', does a nice job of

charactenzing ersatz modal realism.23 According to van Inwagen, the actual world, @, is

a concrete, Lewisian World, while each of the possible worlds is identified with a

maximal abstract entity (such as a maximal consistent set of sentences or propositions, a

maximal compossible state of affairs, or a maximal property).24 According to ersatzism,

@ is unique in being a Lewisian V/orld, and exactly one of these maximal abstract

entities stands in a special, primitive relation Rto @, where the nature of R will depend

on what type of entity is identified with the possible worlds. Since we are concerned in

this essay with world-stateism, let R be instantiates, ild let the possible worlds be

tt The forrnal defurition of a La,yisian World given here is modeled after McDaniel (2004), p. 142. For

Lewis's own (extended) discussion of what a world is, see his (1986a), at pp. 69-86.
t' Van Inwagen (1986). See also his (1980).
2a Van Inwagen makes the distinction in terms of what he calls "C-Worlds" and "A-Worlds." This is merely

a terminological difference, and need not detain us here.
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structured properties.2s According to the ersatz world-stateist, the unique structured

property that @ instantiates , @w, ÍepÍesents the way that @ is. It does this because of the

way that @'s parts are ananged, the properties these parts instantiate, and the relations

they stand in. If any part of @ were ananged any differently, or instantiated a different

property, or stood in different relations, then an entirely distinct structured properly

would be instantiated. On this view, uninstantiated maximal structured properties

represent different ways that @, the unique Lewisian World, could have been.26 These

are the possible worlds. So charactenzed, we may represent ersatz world-stateism as

charucteized by van Inwagen as the conjunction of the following four theses:

(EwsI) The actual world, @, is the unique Lewisian V/orld.

(Ews2) @* is the maximal, structwed property that @ instantiates.

(Ews3) Possible worlds are maximal, structured properties that @ could have

instantiated.

(Ews4) No maximal structured property is possibly a Lewisian World.

It should be clear that Forrest's theory is best charactenzed as a version of ersatz world-

stateism.2T For Forrest, the "way things are" is a structured property that @ instantiates

(Ews2). Forrest calls this property the 'nature' of @. And possible worlds are

uninstantiated properties that @ could have instantiated (Ewsj). Altematively, for Forrest

possible worlds are different "natures" that @ could have instantiated. Since Forrest also

þresumably) identifies @ with a concrete, maximally spatiotemporally interrelated

individual, he also subscribes to Ewsl. And, given that the difference between @ *td

each of Forrest's world-natures is categorical (the former is Lewisian World, while the

latter are properties), Forrest also subscribes to Ews4. So Forrest is an ersatz world-

stateist.

2s Depending on which version of actualist modal realism one endorses, we might substitute for R the

relation of being made true åy (in the case of maximal sets of sentences and maximal propositions), or

obtaining (in the case ofmaximal states of affairs).

'u Van Inwagen (1936) pp.230-233.
t7 This is true of Bigelow and Pargetter as well. However, I am here concemed primarily with motivating
my own account over Forrest's.
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Questions about the metaphysics of structured properties aside, this is the most

important different between Forrest's account and the alternative account outlined at the

end of chapter 2.Thatview ls genuine: like each of the possible worlds, the actual world,

@, is a property, and not a Lewisian World. @ is the uniquely instantiated, maximally

specific properly that contains, ¿rs parts, each of the individuals that exist in D6, and

specifies the properties these individuals actually instantiate and the relations they

actually stand in. Possible worlds that are metaphysically accessible from @ ar"

uninstantiated maximally specific properties that specify altemative ways that each of the

individuals that actually exist could have been. Since it follows from this that the

distinction between @ nd each of the possible worlds is not categorical, the view is a

species of genuine modal realism.

2. I. Against Ersatz World-Stateism;

Kit Fine gives an argument which may be interpreted as giving indirect

motivation for genuine modal realism, and the remainder of this chapter will be spent

looking at Fine's argument. Fine is concerned with actualism - the view that whatever

exists is actual - and the problem of how, given only the resources of the actual world,

the actualist is able to find entities suitable to play the role of possible worlds and

individuals. While Fine's argument is quite general, and may be read as targeting any of

the traditional versions of actualism surveyed in Chapter 1, I focus here only on Fine's

argument as it pertains to the world-stateist conception of possible worlds as structured

properties. Roughly, Fine may be read as arguing that the ercatz world-stateist's

commifnent to a categorical distinction between @ ætd each of the possible worlds leads

(surprisingly) to the conclusion that no ersatz world can really åe a possible world.28 A

natural way to avoid this conclusion is to endorse genuine world-stateism (the view that

all worlds, including the actual world, are properties). If I'm right, then although Fine

himself doesn't put the matter this way, the fact that genuine world-stateism avoids his

objection counts as a strong point in its favor.

The gist of Fine's argument is given in the following passage:

" Fine (2003).
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fSome philosophers] have suggested that we might think of a possible world as a way the

world might have been [i.e., as a property]. But a possible world is possibly the world, just
as a possible person is possibly a person, yet no way the world might have been Ino
property] is possibly the world, just as no way I might have been is possibly me. Thus...no
possible world is [a property]."

This needs some unpacking. Although Fine doesn't put the matter this way, the

passage just cited makes sense only if we assume that the view he is targeting here is

ersafzworld-stateism. Suppose ersatz world-stateism is true. Then the actual world, @, is

a Lewisian World, and each of the possible worlds is identical to some maximal

structured property that the (unique) Lewisian world could have instantiated. Thus

interpreted, we ought to think of 'the world,' as it appears in the passage's first sentence,

as (rigidly) denoting the unique Lewisian World, @. The second sentence tells us tha|"a

possible world is possibly the world." Obviously, Fine cannot intend 'the world,' as it

occurs in the second sentence, to be understood rigidly, i.e., in the same way as it occurs

in the first sentence, and as referring to the unique Lewisian World, @. For if he did, then

the second sentence of the passage would be equivalent to the claim that 'a possible

world is possibly identical to @, but no properly is possibly identical to @'. Surely,

nothing other than @ itself possibly has the property of being identical to the world,

where 'the world' is understood as rigidly denoting @.'o So, perhaps we ought to read

'the world', as it occurs in the second sentence, as denoting some indexical property that

@ exemplifies, like the property of being actualized. Interpreted in this way, the

passage's second sentence makes the claim thal a possible world is something that

possibly instantiates the indexical world properly of being øctualized, but that no

maximal structured property (no "way that things might have been") possibly instantiates

this property. The conclusion of the passage then follows validly: since there is a property

that every possible world has that no property has, it follows by Leibniz's law that

properties cannot åe possible worlds. Provided we assume the reasonable corollary

principle (À):

2e Fine (2003), p. 163.

'o To see this, consider any two distinct possible worlds, w and w'. Given the necessity of identity, w and

w' are necessarily distinct. Now, assume that both w and w' had the modal propefty of possibly being

identical to @. Then, w and w' are possibly identical. But then w and w' are both necessarily disttnct and

possibly identical, which is impossible.
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(À) If an object a has the property of possibly being <p, then ø possibly has the

property of being <p,

Fine's argument may be represented formally as follows:

(1) Necessarily, a possible world possibly instantiates the indexical property of
being actuølized.

(2) No property possibly instantiates the indexical property of being actualized.

(3) Therefore, no property is a possible world.

As it stands, the passage provides little motivation for the argument's (crucial) second

premise. But aplausible reading of the passage takes Fine's argument from (1-3) to be

enthymematic, and that the implicit supporting argument for (2) might be given as

follows. Assuming ercatzworld-stateism, it will be true that:

(2u) Necessarily, anything that has the proper[y of being actualized is a Lewisian
World.

(2u) No ercatzpossible world (i.e., no properfy) is possibly a Lewisian World.

(2") Therefore, no ersatz possible world (i.e., no property) possibly has the
property of beíng actualized.

Premise (2) in the original argument from Fine follows immediately from (2.).

(26) is simply a restatement of Ews4. The idea is that, since the ersatz world-stateist takes

the distinction between @ and each of the possible worlds to be categorical, presumably

it is true as a matter of necessity that nothing from the second category could ever belong

to the first. Putting the point in terms of the distinction between concrete and abstract

objects, (26) might be read instead as the claim that no abstract object is possibly a

concrete object, which seems plausible enough. And (2a) is also plausible, when

considered from the perspective of the ersatz world-stateist. By definition, the ersatz

world-stateist thinks that @ exists, and is a Lewisian World. And it plausible to think that

if @ exists, then it instantiates this properfy in virtue of being a concrete Lewisian World.
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'We'11 retum to (2^) below, when we consider some possible responses to Fine's

argument. On the revocable assumption that (2u) is true, it follows from (3) and the trivial

Ø):

(4) If ersatz world-stateism is true, then possible worlds are identical to
properties,

that

(s) It is not the case fhat ersatzworld-stateism is true.3l

Peter van Inwagen gives what might be thought of as the standard ersatzist

response to arguments of this sort in his "Two Concepts of Possible Worlds." When

modified to capture the theoretical commitments of the ersatzworld-stateist, the response

amounts to denying premise (1) in Fine's original argument:

(1) Necessarily,_ a possible y?itd possibly instantiates the indexical world
property of being actualized:

According to the van Inwagen move, ersatz world-stateists ought to accept that the

unique Lewisian World, @, instantiates the property of being actualized. But by denying

(1), they deny that possible worlds need be the sort of thing that possibly instantiate this

property. 33 Instead, according to the standard response, a possible world is a maximal

structured property that possibly stands in the instøntiation rclation to @.to So were

Forrest to take the van Inwagen route, he could say that, while it is true that the unique

Lewisian 'World, 
@, instantiates the property of being actualized, no possible world

31 Formally similar arguments against various versions of ersatzism appeil in Bricker (2009), Divers
(2002),pp.2I-22, Lewis (1986a), pp. 81-86, Melia (2009), Stalnaker (1976), and van Inwagen (1986).
32 Van Inwagen (1936). Divers endorses the standard response in his (2002), at pp. 228-231.

" Of course, the supporter of the van lnwagen move might point out that, in virtue of standing in the

obtaining relation to our concrete world, one A-world (or properfy) instantiates a unique property that other

A-worlds could have instantiated. And this seems true- perhaps one of the properties this unique A-world
instantiates is the complex property of standÌng-in+he-obtøining-relation-to-the-concrete-world. And it's
tn¡e that this is aunique, indexical property that other A-worlds possibly instantiate. However, this line of
thought is wide of the mark, for the reasons I discuss below.

'o This does not mean that a maximal structured properfy is itself possibly a Lewisian World. Indeed, this is

impossible, given (26) in the reconstruction of Fine's supporting argument above.
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possibly instantiates this property, and every possible world is such that it is possibly

instantiated bV @.

The supporter of Fine's argument would likely respond to this by bolstering

support for (1). They might do this by pointing out that there are at least two necessary

conditions that an entity would have to satisff in order to qualify as being a possible

world. The first of these is a representational condition. The entity in question (in this

case, a maximal structured property) needs to be such that it is capable of representing, in

some way, a possibility for the unique, concrete Lewisian V/orld @.tty'irrd it is arguable

that the ersafz world-stateist's possible worlds satisff the representational condition: after

all, according to the ersatz world-stateist conception of possible worlds, they represent

different ways that @ could have been. But the second condition is more stringent.

According to Fine, whatever else a possible world is, it is the sort of entity that possibly

instantiates the indexical world property of being actualized. Something like the

following is likely operating behind the scenes here: Ersatz world-stateists believe in the

existence of a unique, concrete Lewisian World, @. Consider @.Whatever else is true,

of @, it is at least true that:

(I^)@isaworld.

(Iù @ exists.

(1") @ instantiates the property of being actualized.

From (1u-1.), it follows that

Ga) @ is a world arrd @ instantiates the property of being actualized.

Given (16), surely arry possible world ought to be something that at least possibly

instantiates this property. Since the standard ersatz response from van Inwagen doesn't

t5 These possibilities might be ratlrer coarse-grained, and correspond in some sense to total ways that the
concrete actual world could have been. Or, perhaps they are more fine-grained, and correspond to ways that
individual parts of @ could have been. At any rate, whatever a possible world is, it must be such that it is at
least capable of representing possibilities for both individuals and for the concrete actual world as a whole.
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address what appears to be motivating (1), the standard ersatz response fails to block the

argument's conclusion.

The only other controversial premise in the argument is (2):

(2u) Necessarily, anything that has the property of being actualized is a Lewisian
World.

What would denying this amount to, for the ersatzer? Let "the world" non-rigidly

designate whatever actually existing, maximal entity it is that has each and every one of

us, and all of our suroundings, as parts, and which instantiates the property of being

actualized. From the perspective of the ersatz world-stateist, denying (2u) amounts to the

bizarre view that, while "the world" actually denotes @ (aconcrete Lewisian World), and

while @ instantiates the property of being actualized, "the world" could have denoted

some other thing (presumably, a maximal structured property) that is not a Lewisian

'World, and which could have instarfüated the property of being actualized. But surely it

is not a contingent matter, for the ersatz world-stateist, that the actually existing, maximal

entity that has us and all of our sunoundings as parts is a concrete Lewisian V/orld. So it

appears that denying (2^) is off the table for the ercatz world-stateist as well. Fine's

conclusion ought to be endorsed. Ersatz world-stateism is false.

The genuine world-stateist has the advantage of being able to plausibly deny (2").

This is because the genuine world-stateist denies the ersatz thesis

(EwsI) The actual world, @,isthe unique Lewisian World,

and replaces it with

(@) The actual world, @, is the unique, maximal structured property that is

instantiated.

Ews2 is then trivially false, and in place of Ews3, the genuine world-stateist endorses

(\Ð:
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(ZZ) Possible worl4s are maximal, structured properties that could have been

instanti ated.36

Since the genuine world-stateist is not committed to the claim that @ is identical to a

Lewisian World, (2u) may be consistently denied. And since (2u) is crucial in the

enthymematic argument for (2),

(2) No properly possibly instantiates the indexical property of being actualized,

the latter is false as well, from the perspective of the genuine world-stateist. Indeed,

nothing at all in Fine's argument should make us think that the genuine world-stateist

cannot consistently hold that the actual world, @, is (a) the instantiated maximal

structured property, that (b) @ instantiates the indexical property of being actualized and

that (c) a possible world w is a maximal structured property such that, were w

instantiated, w would instantiate the indexical property of being actualized. Thus, the

genuine world-stateist can accept that a possible world is something that possibly

instantiates this property, while blocking the (sub) argument's conclusion, (3). That this

line of response is open to genuine, but not ersatz, world-stateism, counts as a strong

point in favor of the former. World-stateists should be genuine about it.

The primary concern of this chapter has been to defend the version of world-

stateism that I developed in Chapter 2 from the argument from accidental intrinsics, and

to demonstrate an advantage the view holds over other, more traditional, versions of

world-stateism. I take the above considerations to show that world-stateists who endorse

an account of de re modality in terms of overlap have a plausible strategy for avoiding the

argument from accidental intrinsics. Furtherrnore, the discussion of Fine's argument

against ersatz modal realism shows that genuine world-stateism is a more attractive

version of the theory. In the following, final chapter, I defend primitivism about

properties, and show how ontological commitment to possible worlds can help provide a

theory of truthmakers for modal truths.

36 The ersatzer's Ews4, according to which no maximal structured properfy is possibly a Lewisian World, is
trivially true, and not detain us.
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1.

Chapter 4: Conceptual and Ontological Issues:

World-Statei sm and Ontol o gical Identifi cation :

The world-stateist's ontological commitments include, among other things,

various "intension-1ike" entities, like properties and propositions. In this final chapter, I

begin by considering an objection that targets the account's potential for providing a

philosophically satisfying range of ontological identification. Roughly, the argument is

this: one thing a theory of modality might provide is a means of identifuing the various

intension-like entities to which it is committed (like properties, propositions, and states of

affairs, etc.) with extensional entities of some sort (like individuals, or set-theoretic

constructions out of individuals). The motivations for such identifications tend to be

Quinean: on the whole, we should prefer that theory which achieves the best balance of

ontological economy, theoretical unity, and explanatory power.37 More simply: if one

can, unproblematically, get by with less, ontologically, then one ought to. Some theories

of modality, most notably Lewis's possibilist modal realism, boast an exhaustive

reduction of intension-like entities to the extensional. But there is at least one category of

entity (the properties), for which such an ontological reduction/identification is

impossible, on pain of circularity, for world-stateists. That is, if properties are identified

with set-theoretic constructions out of, say, their actual and possible instances, then

worlds themselves cannot be identified with properties. But then, since the world-stateist

is ontologically committed to a class of primitive intension-like entities, while rival views

are not, this counts as a point against the account. I respond to the argument by

challenging the assumption that, when it comes to properties, one can get by with less. I

then argue that, once we accept properties as ontologically primitive, commitment to

other intension-like entities, like propositions, is unproblematic.

In the second section of this chapter, I turn to the issue of modal truth and the

question of whether possible worlds, or proper parts of possible worlds, are needed in

order to give a satisfying account of the truthmakers for such truths. I argue that they are.

tt quine (194s).
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The upshot of this section, therefore, is that there is at least one area that the world-

stateist's commitment to properties as primitive may be put to good use.

At the beginning of his On the Plurality of '[ilorlds, 
Lewis gives the following

argument for his version of possibilist modal realism (PMR). Call this the argumentfrom

utilíty:38

(ù

(iiÐ

(iÐ

For any ontological thesis T, if T allows us to (a) reduce the diversity of notions
that we must accept as ontologically primitive, and (b) improve the unity and
economy of our total theory to a greater extent than rival ontological theses, then
we have good (but not conclusive) reason to believe in the truth of T.

PMR is an ontological thesis that allows us to (a) reduce the diversity of notions
that we must accept as ontologically primitive, and (b) improve the unity and
economy of our total theory to a greater extent then rival ontological theses.

So, we have good (but not conclusive) reason to believe in the truth of PMR.

Premise (i) is simply a restatement, in the form of a universally quantified

conditional, of the Quinean motivations mentioned above: we have good reason to accept

as true that ontological thesis that satisfies these conditions to a greater degree than do its

rivals.

Premise (ii) attributes to Lewisian possibilism the virtue of satisffing these

conditions to a greater degree than its rivals. PMR satisfies (a), according to Lewis, since,

in terms of ontological primitives, it is committed only to individuals, set-theoretic

constructions out of individuals, and a family of primitive relations (mereological,

spatiotemporal, etc.) holding over individuals. On Lewis's theory, each category of

intension is identified with one or another of these ontological primitives: abundant

properties are each identified vnth subsels of the set of actual and possible individuals,

propositions and states-oÊaffairs are identified with sets of possible worlds,'n *d worlds

themselves are identified with maximal sums of individuals that are spatiotemporally

related, i.e., Lewisian Worlds. Since there is no unanalyzed or unidentified intensional

38 Lewis (1986a) pp. 3-5. See also Divers (2002),pp. 196-201.
3e Or, if more fine-grained distinctions are needed among propositions (in order to account for puzzles

arising from attitude ascrþtions in belief contexts), with proper parts of worlds. See Lewis (1979), (1983).
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primitive in the PMR ontology, Lewis argues, PMR offers an exhaustive and fal/ry

extensional range of ontological identification.a0 However, world-statists identifu each

world with a maximal, structured property having, as proper constituents, simpler

properties and relations, and take these world-making elements to be ontologically

primitive, the range of ontological identif,rcation on offer from PMR outstrips that of the

world-stateist.

And Lewis thinks PMR satisfies the second condition (b) since Lewisian PMR is

a version of genuine modal realism.al Here, Lewis clearly has versions of ersatz modal

realism in his sights. Since Lewis's PMR is committed to worlds of only one

metaphysical category, and one we are already familiar with in virrue of our acquaintance

vnth. our world, and since ersatzers are committed to at least two, Lewisian possibilism

wins out in terms of unity and economy of total theory. Since both of these considerations

shongly support premise (ii) in the argument from utility, Lewis thinks we should prefer

PMR to world-stateism (and other traditional versions of actualism, for analogous

reasons). However, since the version of world-stateism we are considering here is a/so

genuine42, the real issue for the world-stateist is (a).

Although the principle of ontological economy embodied in (a) of (i) is intuitive,

it's open for the world-stateist to complain that it is incomplete, as stated. It may be true

that we should prefer that theory that allows us to reduce the number of entities that we

must accept as primitive, but any such reduction also ought to be plausible on

independent grounds: if reducing the as to the ås is desirable on grounds of economy, so

that apparent ontological commitment to as turns out to be nothing over and above

commitment to ås, then we need some reason to think that the as really are just the ós.

After all, Parmenides famously held that all of reality consisted of only one thing.a3

Given Lewis's Quinean reasoning, we should all be Parmenidians. The reason we aren't

is that we find the proposed reduction implausible on some grounds.4 So the crucial

question, for the world-stateist, is whether Lewis's identification of properties with

a0 Lewis himself doesn't put the matter in these terms. But this is the idea.
ar See Chapter 3, atpp. 52-53.
a2 

See Chapter 3.
a3 

See Heidegger (1998) for a lengthy discussion of the relevant fragment.
e Assuming we think that there is more than one thing.
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subsets of the set of actual and possible individuals is plausible. In the remainder of this

section, I argue that it is not.

I.L Against Extensional ldentificationfor Properties:

Here's an argument. First-order properties include the qualitative attributes of

individuals. In virtue of instantiating these qualitative attributes, ordinary, concrete things

stand in particular relations of objective similarity and difference to one-another.

Furthermore, we might also think that properties ground the causal and dispositional

powers that we discern in things (or, on some realist metaphysics of properties, as being

identical to these causal and dispositional powers).as Sets, by contrast, are a sort of

aggregate, or collection, of entities; a set is a single entity (somehow) composed (or

constructed) out of its members.a6It is no part of our concept of set that sets be the sort of

entity that are (or could be) instantiated, and the existence of (or membership in) a

particular set seems to have no relevance to an object's particular causal or dispositional

properties. Since (some) properties have these features, but no set does, it follows by

Leibniz's law that no properly is a set.

The trouble with this sort of Leibniz's law reasoning is that it is unlikely to sway a

supporter of the sort of identifrcation Lewis has in mind. The argument implicitly

assumes that our everyday, pre-theoretical conception of properties and sets is a reliable

guide to what these entities ultimately must be like. But Lewis denies this. Instead, he

argues that there are various theoretical "roles" that properties and sets are supposed to

play. While these roles may be partially captured by our common sense conception of

properties and sets, common-sense itself offers us no guidance on what entities (or

classes of entities) ultimately fill these roles. Lewis writes:

'Property,' and the rest flike 'proposition,' and 'state-of-affairs'] are names associated in

the first instance with roles in our thought. It is a firm commitment of common-sense that

there are some entities or other that play the roles and deserve the names, but our practical

mastery of uses of the names does not prove that we have much notion what manner of
entities those are. That is a question for theorists. I believe in properties. That is, I have my

ot Cf. Ellis (2001); Molnar (2003); Shoemaker (i9s0).

'6 Potter QO04).
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candidates for entities to play the role and deserve the name. My principle candidates are

sets of possible individuals.aT

So appealing to the factthatwe pre-theoretically believe sets and properties to be distinct

does little to undermine the theoretical identifrcation Lewis is proposing. Disagreement

with common-sense is perhaps a cost, but it is a cost outweighed by the theoretical

advantages (simpticity, economy, etc.) to be gained by the proposed identification.

V/orld-stateists need something stronger.

So here's a stronger argument. Instead of exploiting differences between our pre-

theoretical conceptions of sets and properties, we point to differences in their established,

theoretical roles. Consider the following. We have it from set theory that there is no

Russell set;that is, there is no set of all sets (or set of all non self-membered sets, etc.).

Now, if Lewis's proposal is correct, then every one of the (abundant) properties is

identical to some set or other. But sets have properties. In particular, every set has the

property of being a set.If properties just are sets of their actual and possible instances,

then this property must be identical to the set of all sets. Since there is no such set,

Lewis's proposal cannot be ultimately correct.as

Here's another. Consider contingent properties of properties. Presumably, Lewis's

proposal to identiff the properties with sets of individual instances holds also for second-

order properties, like the property being o property and the property of being instantiated.

Now, some second-order properties are only contingently instantiated. For consider the

second order property of being Obama's favorite property. Suppose that the (first-order)

property of being green has this property. Though being green is Obama's favorite

property, it need not have been: the property of being Obama's favorite property is only

contingently a property of the property of being green. But, on the assumption that

Lewis's proposal is correct, the property of being Obama's favorite property is identical

to a set. Since Obama could have favored a different property, it follows that at some

worlds, a different properly instantiates the property of being Oboma's fovorite property.

But then being green both is, and is not, a member of the set that is identical (on Lewis's

proposal) with the properly of being Obama's favorite property. Since this is a

a7 Lewis (1986b) p. 189. C.f. Divers (2002),pp.198-200.
a8 Thanks to Chris Tillnan for this point. .
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contradiction, Lewis's identification of properties with the sets of their instances cannot

ultimately be corect.ae

The best explanation of these results is that the abundant properties simply are not

identical to sets of actual and possible individuals. In eschewing the best explanation,

Lewis achieves a greater degree of ontological economy than the world-stateist. But this

is a small comfort. Once we reformulate the first premise of the argument from utility (by

building in the intuitive condition that any proposed ontological identification ought to be

independently plausible), the world-stateist has the resources to deny the second premise:

it is not the case that Lewisian PMR is able to provide a unified, economical, and

plausible ontological theory to a greater extent than its rivals. So that factthat the range

of ontological identification on offer from PMR outstrips that of the world-stateist is no

threat to the overall plausibility of the account.

Once we accept a fi.rndamental ontological commitment to properties (by resisting

Lewis's proposed identification), the world-stateist then has two strategies available for

dealing with other intension-like entities, like propositions. One strategy is to identify the

propositions with sets of possible worlds.sO On this view, a contingently true proposition

is identical to a subset of the possible worlds, all the worlds are identified with structured

properties, and necessary and impossible propositions are identified with the set of all

worlds, or the empty set, respectively.

The problem with the identification of propositions with sets of worlds is that it

conflates intuitively distinct propositions. This is easiest to see in attitude contexts: when

Fred believes both that Ted is a married bachelor and that there is a counterexample to

Fermat's last theorem, the object of his belief is the same (empty) set of possible worlds.

But Fred's beliefs seem distinct (the latter, but not the former, is at least intelligible). By

conflating these intuitively distinct propositions, the strategy gets the facts about belief

\trong. And since part of a theory of propositions is the explanation of what objects our

intentional attitudes range over, the identification of propositions with sets of possible

worlds rvon't work.5l

o'Eg* (2004).
to Stalnaker (1987).
5lThe world-stateist has some room to maneuver here: we might avoid the conflation of distinct
propositions by identifying propositions with sets of possible and impossible worlds. Doing would at least
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But once we allow properties as ontologically primitive, the world-stateist has a

further avenue available for dealing with propositions. Consider singular propositions. A

wide-spread semantic theory holds that singular propositions are structured, abstract

entities that have individuals and properties (the respective semantic values of directly

referential terms and predicates) as proper constituents. And for world-stateists,

individuals and properties are irreducible, ontologically primitive entities. Given these

commitments, it is unclear why commitment to a further class of entities composed out of

individuals and properties should strike us ¿rs ontologically problematic. Similar

considerations hold for other categories of intension-like entity, like states of affairs, or

facts, since these too are, plausibly, structured abstract entities composed out of

individuals, properties and relations. The world-stateist's ontological commitments,

therefore, seem unproblematic on the whole.

2. Modality and Truth:

Above, I argued that commitment to properties as primitive is defensible since an

extensional identification (of properties with sets) is implausible. In the remainder of this

essay I argue that these commitments may be put to good work. In particular, we may

appeal to possible worlds and their pârts, which are constructions out of such properties,

in order to develop a metaphysics of modal truth. The idea is that those parts of possible

worlds that correspond to possibilities for particular individuals may serve as truthmakers

for everyday modal truths about these individuals.

Not all philosophers agree that this is a worthwhile project. David Armstrong, for

instance, argues that we may account for modal truth without appealing to possible

worlds, their parts, or modal properties at all. But I think he's wrong about this. After

briefly spelling out Armstrong's truthmaking theory, I present a problem for his view,

and show that an account that identifies truthmakers for modal truths with constituents of

possible worlds (in this case, structured properties) avoids the worry. I then consider a

fi¡ther objection, this time from John Divers. If Divers is right then, given certain facts

allow us to explain how it is that Fred believes distinct things. (Although consider the intuitive difference

between believing the proposition that twice two is four and the proposition that first-order aritbmetic is

incomplete. Both propositions are necessary, and so, on the Lewis-Stalnaker proposal, identical (to the set

of aLl possible worlds). See Soames (2007) for discussion.
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about the metaphysics of properties, it turns out that cerlain characteristic truthmaking

theses hold trivially, and are therefore trninteresting. However, I'11 point to an

interpretation of the project that avoids Divers's complaints as well.

2.1. Armstrong's Theory of Modal Truthmakers:

The rough idea behind a theory of truthmakers is that a truthmaker is something

actual that makes a truth true. Appeal to truthmakers is sometimes made in the very

definition of truth, in the sense that something is true only if it has a truthmaker. Consider

the following definition of truth from Armstrong:

QRUffÐ A proposition p is true iffthere exists some T such that T necessitates that-p

and p is true in virtue of T.'"

Here, p denotes some true proposition, and T a tnÍhmaker lor p: some actual aspect,

element, or portion of reality the existence of which makes p true. ln what follows, I'11

assume that since propositions are the fundamental bearers of truth-values, every truth is

a (true) proposition, and every falsehood is a (false) proposition.s3 TRUTH captures the

above intuition about truthmakers: whenever some proposition is true, there exists

something that makes it true. But insofar as TRUTH is supposed to define truth, it's still

pretty uninformative, for a couple of reasons. In order to be informative, we'd have to

know (i) what kind of entity plausibly serves as the value of T, and (ii), the nature of the

relation holding between p and T such that p is true in virfue of being a relatum. A

metaphysics of truthmakers is an attempt to provide ans\ilers to these questions.

It's worth noting that TRUTH is really the conjunction of two distinct theses, each

of which Armstrong endorses, and argues for independently.sa According to truthmaker

maximalism,

QM Every truth has a truthmaker.

" Armstrong (2004),p. 17.
53 The notion of truth might well be connected with various notions other than that of (true) propositions,

like assertion, judgment, and belief. But, like Annstrong, I think it is plausible to identify true assertions,

judgments and beliefs with assertions ol and judgments and beliefs in,t,ae propositions.
5a I won't rehash the arguments here. For discussion, see Annsfrong (2004).
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Note that truthmaker maximalism does not say that every truth has some unique

truthmaker, but only that every truth has at least one. The idea, roughly, is that every

truth is made true by something; there are no "free-floating" truths that aren't made true

by anything at allJs And according to the second thesis, truthmøker necessitarianism,

QlÐ Truths are necessitated by the existence of their truthmakers.

Truthmaker necessitarianism doesn't say that all truths are necessary truths, but rather

that truths and truthmakers are modally covariant. Given that T exists and is a truthmaker

for some proposition p, the truth of p supervenes on T; alternatively, once you have all

the truths, you (necessarily) have their truthmakers.

Exactly which aspects, elements, or portions of reality ought to be identifred with

the truthmakers for modal truths is an open issue, because different ontological theses

have different candidate aspects, elements or portions of reality to serve as truthmakers.s6

But let's assume, for the moment, that truthmakers are Armstrongian: facts, or states of

affairs, consisting of (actually existing) objects and the properties they (actually)

instantiate.sT On Armstrong's account, the truthmaking relation is a cross-categorical

relation of necessitation holding between a proposition and its (non-propositional)

truthmaker(s).58 The truthmaking relation is cross-categorical because truths and

truthmakers belong to distinct ontological categories. Crucially, truthmaking isn't the

entailment relation, for Armstrong; truthmakers do not entail their truths, since entailment

is a relation that holds between propositions, and truthmakers are non-propositional.

However, entailment and necessitation (the truthmaking relation) are importantly

connected, for Armstrong. Armstrong subscribes to what he calls the entøilment

principle; whenever p and q are (true) propositions such that p entails e, and T is a

55 Armstong calls unique tutbmakers "minimal"; for discussion, see Armstrong (2004), pp. 19-22.
56 It's also an open issue because you might think that there just are no such things as truthmakers, perhaps

because you think that truth is just a primitive property of propositions. I ignore this complication in what
follows.
57 

See Armstrong (1997), Q004).
58 Annstrong (2004), p. 5
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truthmaker for p, T is thereb y also a truthmaker for q.se More carefully, where t(Þl and

tYl *" schematic letters standing for propositions, "-)" denotes the truthmaking relation

of necessitat ion, "entails" the relation of entailment holding between propositions, and [Tl

is a schematic letter standing for a truthmaker for some (Þ, Armstrong's entailment

principle (EP) licenses any inference that is of the following form:

(EP): i.o
ii.T-+@

äi.Q entailsY
iv. T-+Y

Armstrong's main thesis is that one can provide a satisffing account of

truthmaking for modal truths by appealing only to truthmakers for non-modal truths,

together with the entailment principle. The upshot, he argues, is a füIy deflationary

account of truthmaking for modal truths: we can provide a theory of modal truth that does

not require any commitment to possible worlds or their constituents.

In fact, Armstrong may be read as endorsing an even stronger claim than this.

And it's important to be clear on what, exactly, Armstrong's view is with respect to the

entailment principle since, as I argue below, the failure of the entailment principle in

modal truthmaking contexts creates a problem for his account. Not only is Armstrong

arguing that we can have a theory of truthmakers for modal truths that makes no appeal to

possible worlds or their parts; he also appears to hold that we can explain modal truths

wholly in terms of non-modal properties (in a sense, this latter claim may be seen as a

consequence of the former). And according to Armstrong, this ontologically economical

aspect of his view does much to recommend it. He writes:

It seems to me very surprising that so many good philosophers consider that huge

metaphysical commitments must be made in order to give an account of these fmodal]
truths. David Lewis (1936) postulated a whole pluriverse: 'the worlds in all their glory.'

Alvin Plantnga(1974) rejects these other worlds, but adds to this world, our world, an

uncountable multitude of sets of propositions, each set a way that the world might have

been, but in is in fact not... [m]y thesis is that these philosophers are bringing in giants to

5e Arrnstrong Q004),pp. 10-12.
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do a boy's work. 'Possible worlds' are useful fictions, no doubt, but we ought to be looking
for quite modest truthmakers, fairly deflationary truthmakers, for these fairly unimportant
truths of mere possibility.6o

Bracketing the question of why Armstrong thinks that modal truths about possibilþ are

"fat|y unimportanf' (it seems likely, for instance, that McCain cares a great deal about

the fact that he could have won, but didn't) the crucial issue to be addressed in the

remainder of this section is whether Armstrong is right, and that we need not appeal to

possible worlds, their parts, or modal properties at all in order to account for modal truth.

Here is how he argues for this. Consider the case of de re modal truths, like (1):

(1) Obama could have lost the election.

Armshong's strategy is to exploit a close connection that obtains between modal

propositions, like (1), and correspondingnon-modal propositions, like (1a):

(1a) Obama won the election.

Let's call (1a) the non-modal dual of (1). Since (1a) is contingently true, it could have

been false. And since (1a) could have been false, Armstrong argues, (la) entails the

(modat) proposition (1). Presumably, this relation holds between any modal proposition

and its non-modal dual. By the entailment principle, any truthmaker for the non-modal

(1a) will therefore also be a truthmaker for the modal proposition (1). In other words, on

Armstrong's theory, the truthmaker for the proposition that Obama could have lost just ls

the truthmaker for the proposition that he won, since the latter is contingently true.

Now suppose, with Armstrong, that we identiff the truthmaker for (1a) with the

complex state of affairs consisting of Obama instantiating the property of winning the

election. Since this state of affairs is also (via the entailment principle) a truthmaker for

the modal tnrth (1), we have Armstrong's deflationary account of truthmakers for modal

truths. Moreover (and here's where the stronger reading of Armstrong's thesis comes into

play), since we can explain the truth of (1) only by appealing to the state of affairs

60 Armstrong (2004),pp. 83-84.
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consisting of Obama instantiating the property of winning the election, and since the

property of winning the election is a non-modal property, Armstrong appears to hold that

v/e can provide truthmakers for modal truths like (1) without appealing to any modal

properties at all.

In general then, if Armstrong is right, we may provide a truthmaker for any modal

proposition of the form 0Y bV (i) first identifying its contingent, non-modal dual, Õ; (ii)

identifring a truthmaker, T, for @ (where T involves no commitment to possibilia or

modal properties) and then applying the entailment principle to derive the result that T is

also a truthmaker for the target modal proposition 0Y. Thus, where o'+" and "entails"

are as before, Armstrong's strategy may be represented formally by the argument schema

(MT):

(MI) i.o
ii. T+<Þ
iíi. @ entails öY from i, and the contingency of (Þ

.'. iv. T +0Y from ii, iii, and (EP)

Thus, given the entailment principle, Armstrong thinks, instances of MT will generate

truthmakers for any and all modal truths.6l

But this can't be right. Entailment is a relation that holds between two

propositions in virtue of facts which are internal to each. These facts might be semantic;

that is, they might be facts about the meaning of propositional constituents. For instance,

the proposition that Tom is a bachelor entails the proposition that Tom is an unmarried

male, in virtue of the semantics of "Tom," "bachelor," and "unmarried male."

Altematively, one true proposition might entail another in virtue of logical form. For

instance, the proposition that Tom is a bachelor entails the proposition that at least one

61 For instance, just as any truthmaker for the contingent proposition that Obama won is also (according to
Armstrong) a truthmaker for the proposition that he could have lost, any trutbmaker for the ssatingent
proposition that there are chimpanzees will also be a truthmaker for the proposition that there could have

been none. And although Armstrong doesn't provide a separate treatuent for truths about metaphysical
necessþ (his account focuses on logical and mathematical necessary truth) it's not hard to see how the

account would go. Presumably, whatever makes it true that Obama is human will also, given the entailment
principle (and the fact that the proposition that Obama is human is necessary) serve ¿rs truthmaker for the
proposition that Obama is necessarily human. See Annstrong (2004), especially at pp. 95-111, for the
relevant discussion.
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thing is a bachelor. But the relation that holds between true modal propositions and their

non-modal duals in Armstrong's (MT) is neither logical nor semantic.

To see this, consider (ia), the proposition that Obama won. If this proposition

were to entail the modal proposition that Obama could have lost, it would have to be in

virtue of intemal semantic facts about the former (facts about the semantics of "Obama"

and "won") or facts about its logical form. But no such internal semantic relation obtains.

And while the proposition that Obama won might (logically) entail the proposition that

someone won,itdoesn't entail the proposition that Obama could have lost.62

Instead, it's the external fact about the proposition that Obama won, that it has the

property of being contingently true that is doing the real work here. So the truthmaker for

the proposition that Obama could have lost cannot be the truthmaker for (1a). Instead,

what these considerations show is that the truthmaker for the proposition that Obama

could have lost is really just whatever makes (2) true:

(2) The proposition that Obama won is contingently true'

Now suppose, for the moment (with Armstrong), that we need not appeal to possibilia in

order to account for modal truths. A natural (Armstrongian) candidate for the truthmaker

for (2) will then be the complex fact, or state of affairs, consisting of Obama instantiating

both the property of winning the election and the (modal) property of possibly losing the

election. Call this state of affairs 'OBAMA+.' Notice that, in addition to being a

truthmaker for (2), OBAMA+ vlr,ll also be a (non-minimal) truthmaker for our target (1)

and its non-modal dual:

(1) Obama could have lost the election.

(1a) Obama won the election.

62 Presumably, it is for precisely these reasons that an inference from (Þ to 0-O is not a valid and accepted

pattern of inierence in any sysiem of modal logic. It's worth noting that considerations such as these tell

stongty against any attempt to explain the modal profile of a proposition solely in terms of its logical or

rr.*tic fónn, as in Wittgenstein (1921). For discussion, see Scott Soames (2003), alpp.234-253.
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But, crucially, this has nothing to do with any relation (entailment or otherwise) holding

between (1a) and (1); nor does it depend at all on the fact thaf these propositions are

(semantically and logically) entailed bV Q). Entailment is not doing any work here. It

follows that, at least in modal truthmaking contexts like these, any application of the

entailment principle is redundant.63 
'We 

need not appeal to anything like it in order to

provide an (Armstrongian) account of truthmakers for modal truths like (1).

However, this stilt leaves Armstrong's stronger thesis-{hat we can account for

the truth of modal propositions like (1) without appealing to possible worlds or their

parts---unscathed. In the remainder of this section I argue that he is wrong about this as

well.

2.2. llhy We Need Possibilia: Partial and Proper Explanation:

Since the modal property of possibly losing is a proper part of OBAMA+,

identiffing OBAMA+ with the truthmaker for (1) entails commitment to fundamentally

modal properties. And, as we have seen, Armstrong ought to identiff the truthmaker for

(1) with OBAMA+ (or something like it). In a forthcoming paper, Ben Caplan and David

Sanson distinguish between what they call partial and, proper explanation.6a They offer

the following example to help bring out the distinction. Imagine someone trying to

explain the existence of evil in the world, and suppose that the existence of evil in the

world is in fact due to the existence of Satan and his machinations. Here are two

competing explanations of the existence of evil in the world:

There is evil in the world because {Satan} exists.

There is evil in the world because Satan exists.

On the assumption that evil exists because Satan exists, 51 and 52 each count as a

successful, and correct, explanation of the existence of evil in the world. But they are

importantly different, as far as explanations go. This is because 51 provides a partiøl

explanation of the existence of evil, while 52 provides a proper explanation. Partial

u' I suy "at least in modal truthmaking contexts" because presumably the entailrnent principle can still do

some of the work it is designed to do in other contexts (namely, those in which entailnent does apply).
n Caplan and Sanson (2009).

s/.

s2.
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explanations are not incorrect, or irrelevant. Instead, they are connected, in important

ways, with proper explanations. Since {Satan} exists if and only if Satan exists, it follows

that,if {Satan} exists, then Satan exists, and 51 partially explains the existence of evil in

the world. But it does this only because of the relation that holds between {Satan} and

Satan. Suppose Qter impossibile) that {Satan} existed but Satan didn't. In such a

scenario, we surely wouldn't want to say that 51 explained the truth of the proposition

that there is evil in the world. However, suppose there were no sets, and that Satan

existed. In such a case, it seems like 52 would still count as an explanation of evil. For

these reasons, 52 counts as aproper explanation.

Now, suppose we agree that (1) is true because OBAMA+ exists, and that (1) and

OBAMA+ stand in the truthmaking relation. Consider the following two explanations of

the truth of (1):

(1) is true because OBAMA+ exists. OBAMA+ exists because Obama has the
primitive, irreducible modal property of possibly losing the election.

(1) is true because OBAMA+ exists. OBAMA+ exists because there is a
metaphysically accessible world at which Obama exists and is represented as

being in the extension of losing.

Both El andB2 have it that (1) is true because OBAMA+ exists. But unlike El,

E2 explains the existence of OBAMA+ in terms of certain categorical facts about modal

realþ: namely facts about Obama and how things are with him at uninstantiated possible

worlds. In virtue of explaining the truth of (1) in categorical terms, E2 constitutes a

proper explanation of the truth of (1). And at best, El constitutes only a partial

explanation.
'We may bolster the point by noting that the relationship between El and E2

mirrors the relationship between 51 and 52. Just as we might thing that {Satan} exists in

virfue of Satan existing, Obama has the modal properties he does in virtue of being a

literal part of different worlds that represent him as being in the extension of different

properties. So we should think that Armstrong's stronger thesis (that we can have a

satis$ing theory of truthmakers for modal truths without commitment to possible worlds

and their parts) is also false. Possibilia are needed in order to provide a proper

E]:

E2:
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explanation of the truth of modal truths. Therefore, we need them in a metaphysics of

truthmakers.

2.3. The Non-Contingency of Singular Structured Properties;

In light of these considerations, world-stateists ought to identify the truthmakers

for basic truths about metaphysical possibility with parts of possible worlds. A natural

candidate for the truthmakers for these truths will be the atomic world-making elements:

singular structured properties that have as proper parts individuals and the simpler

properties they are represented as exemplifying, and which combine with other similar

properties to compose entire worlds. So, for example, given the fact that Socrates is

actually wise, but could have been unwise, the world-stateist might identiff, as the

truthmaker for (3)

(3) Socrates could have been unwrse

the complex, structured singular property that has Socrates, the property of being unwise,

and instantiation as proper patts.ut Although identifying the truthmakers for modal truths

with constituents of possible worlds avoids the worries raised above in connection with

Armstrong's account, the position still needs some clarification, in light of the following

issue.

A natural way to think of the relation that holds between truths and their

truthmakers is in terms supervenience: indeed, Armstrong often characterizes

truthmaking in terms of supervenience. And a supervenience relation is a relation of

modal covariance. For example, for any two sets of properties A and B, \¡/e may say that

the A properties supervene on the B properties if nothing can differ with respect to the

exemplification of an A property without also thereby differing with respect to the

exemplification of a B property.66 For instance, one might hold that mental properties

supervene on properties of the brain, that moral properties supervene on natural physical

65 Of course, given the fact that there are many ways that things could have been according to which
Socrates is unwise, this very properly will be a constituent of many distinct possible worlds.
66 Mclaughlin and Bennett (2005). C.f. Stalnaker (1996).
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properties, or that the aesthetic properties of a physical arlwork supervene on the

distribution of the work's physical properties.

However, there are problems with thinking of the truthmaking relation in terms of

supervenience. These problems are brought out in the following argument from John

Divers.67 According to Divers, any adequate account of truthmaking for modal truths

ought to be such that it enables us (at least in principle) to identiff, for any true modal

proposition p, a unique truthmaker T for p such that the existence of T is modally

necessary and sfficient for the truth of p. A truthmaking thesis, Divers argues, must

issue in a "suitably discriminating møtching of truths to their truthmakers." Divers argues

that, properly understood, the world-stateist's structured singular properties cannot be

appealed to in order to provide a theory of truthmaking that provides such a suitably

discriminating matching of truths to their truthmakers, and is therefore inadequate.

Here is the argument. Suppose that the world-stateist identif,res the truthmakers

for basic claims of possibility, like (3), with singular properties having individuals and

simpler properties as parts. Now consider these properties themselves. A popular view in

the metaphysics of properties has it that properties are necessa.ry existents. If world-

stateists accept that all properties are necessary existents, then this entails that (i) the

world-making elements themselves are necessary existents, and that therefore (ii) the

truthmakers for basic modal truths exist necessarily. But if each and every truthmaker

exists necessarily, then it follows that things (absolutely) could not have been otherwise

with respect to which truthmakers exist and which do not. If this is right, it follows that

any tratlwtaker T will be modally necessary and sufficient for the truth of any modal

truth.
'Where "SOCRATES" denotes ow putative truthmaker for (3), it is easiest to see

the problem by considering counterpossible conditionals of the form (4a-c):

(aa) If SOCRATES didn't exist, then it would have been false that Socrates could
have been unwise.

(4b) If SOCRATES didn't exist, then it would have been false that Obama could
have lost the election.

u7 Divers (2004), pp. 201 -209.
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(4c) If SOCRATES didn't exist, then it would have been false that Obama rs

necessarily human.

(4a) seems intuitive. However, given the impossibility of the antecedent assumption, it

turns out fhat each of these conditionals will turn out to be vacuously true. And if this is

right, then the existence of any truthmaker whatsoever tums out to be modally necessary

and sufficient for the truth of any truth, and the world-stateist's account fails to provide

the sort of discriminating correspondence between truth and truthmaker that Divers takes

to be intuitively necessary for any adequate theory of tnrthmaking for modal truth.

I think Divers is correct about all this, but that what his argument really shows is

not that the world-stateist's account of truthmaking for modal truths is somehow

inadequate, but that the truthmaking relation that holds between a given modal truth and

its truthmaker is not best charactenzed in terms of a supervenience relation. Indeed, as

Jonathan Schaffer points out in a recent paper, the supervenience relation has the wrong

formal featwes to be the truthmaking relation.68 For whatever else vre may want to say,

we want to be able to say that (i) modal truths are made true by the existence of their

truthmakers, (ii) that it is not the case that certain truthmakers exist in virtue of cert¿in

truths being true, and that therefore (iiÐ the truthmaking relation ought to be

charactenzed in terms of a relation of ontological dependence that holds between truths

and their truthmakers. More carefully, we want the truthmaking relation to be a relation

that is both irreflexive and asymmetric. But the supervenience relation, as a relation of

mere modal covariation, is neither of these: supervenience ls reflexive and non-

asymmetric. So, while we should accept that truths do supervene on the existence of

truthmakers (and that the existence of tnrthmakers supervenes on the existence of truths),

we should refrain from charactenzing truthmaking as supervenience. Standard claims

about the truthmaking relation will, as Divers puts it, come out trivially true if we try to

characterize the truthmaking relation in terms of a relation of mere modal covariation or

supervenience.

Taking a page from Schaffer, it seems more appropriate to characterize

truthmaking in terms of what he calls the grounding relation Truthmakers ground truths.

But since grounding, as formally defined by Schaffer, zs an irreflexive and asymmetric

ut shaffer (2009).
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relation, it is not the case that truths ground their truthmakers.6e We thus have the

requisite ontological dependence of truths upon truthmakers. Retuming to Divers's

objection: truthmaking ls able to issue in a suitably discriminating matching of truths to

truthmakers if the truthmaking relation is characterized in terms of grounding. For what

makes it true that Obama could have lost is the fact that he has the property of possibly

losing. And he has this modal property in virtue of being a constituent of a way things

could have been that represents him as losing. This fact about Obama grounds the truth

that he could have lost (but not vice versa, given the formal character of the grounding

relation). And obviously the truth that Obama could have lost is not grounded, in the

sense of ontological dependence, by the fact that Socrates could have been unwise,

although it is the case that the two are modally covariant. So world-stateists ought to

charactenze the relation that holds between modal truths and their truthmakers in terms

of grounding, or ontological dependence, and not in terms of supervenience.

In conclusion, the world-stateist's commitment to properties as a class of

primitive, ineducible entities is defensible. The acceptance of properties as primitive

allows us to see that the existence of fuither categories of intension-like entities, like

singular propositions and states of affairs, is ontologically unproblematic. The second

half of this chapter showed that properties can do good work for us, metaphysically

speaking. In particular, those singular structured properties that include individuals as

parts, and which represent alternative ways for individuals to be, can be appealed to in

order to provide a theory of truthmaking for modal truths. The best way to think about the

truthmaking relation that holds between such properties and modal truths is in terms of

Schaffler's ireflexive and asymmetric grounding relation. Truthmakers (or singular

structured properties) ground modal truths. The fact that the world-stateist's ontological

commitments allow for a metaphysics of modal truth in terms of grounding is an

additional advantage of the account.

Although there a¡e certainly other issues and arguments that remain to be

addressed in a more thorough defense of world-stateism, I think that those issues and

arguments I have dealt with in the previous four chapters are among the most important.

Chapter I showed that modal realism is a plausible view, and one to which we are

un Schaffer (2009),pp. 363-365.
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committed if we believe in modal phenomena lfüe contingency and necessity, accident

and essence, at all. In Chapters 2 and 3, I showed that the notion of a structwed property

is metaphysically coherent, that the analysis of de re modality in terms of overlap is

defensible, and that the genuine world-stateism I endorse is an attractive alternative to

ersatzism. World-stateism, therefore, is a viable version of actualist modal realism.
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Technical Appendix:

1. Proofs of the 54 and 55 axiom systems in MPL.

In this section, we show that the characteristic axioms of systems 54 and 55

valid in their respective classes of standard MPL models. We begin by noting

following conditions on a relation, R, ranging over the members of a set A:

i. R is a symmetrical relation iff: VxVy(Rxy -+ Ryx)

ii. R is atransitive relation iff: VxVyVz [(Rxy &.Ryz) -+ Rxz]

iii. R is areflexive relation in a set A iff: Vx(xe A-+ Rxx)

iv. R is an equivalence rclation in A iff: R is reflexive in A, transitive and
s¡rmmetric.

v. R is serial in A iff: Vxfxe A-+ly(ye A & Rxy)]

vi. R is total iff: VxVy[(xeA & yeA)+ Rxy]

vii. R is Euclidean iff: VxVyVz[(Rxy & Rxz) + Ryz]l

1.1. Proof thatall. instances of the characteristic axiom of system 54, nÕ-+En(Þ, are
valid with respect to the class of transitive standard models.

We wish to show that all instances of the characteristic axiom of system 54 are
valid with respect to the class of all transitive standard models of MPL, that is, those
models M: (Vy', R, V> where R is transitive among members of the set of worlds V/. Let
trÕ be a r,vff. Let M be a model in which R is transitive, and let a be a world at which
n(Þ is true. 

'We now wish to show that !n(Þ is true at a in M. This will be the case if, for
all worlds w in M such that aRw, n(Þ is true at w in M. Since trÕ is true at a in M, (Þ is

true at every world w such that aRw. Furthermore, since R is transitive, O is true at every
world w' such that wRw'. So for all worlds w in M such that aRw, n(Þ is true at w in M.
So nn(Þ is true ataínM. This is what we set out to show.

1.2. Proof that all instances of the characteristic axiom of system 55, 0O -+ n0(Þ, are
valid with respect to the class of Eøclidean standard models.

We wish to show that all instances of the characteristic axiom of system 55 are
valid with respect to the class of all Euclidean standard models of MPL, that is, those

afe

the

I Any relation that is both reflexive (in a set A) and Euclidean is an equivalence relation.
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models M : (W, R, V> where R is Euclidean among the members of the set of worlds
V/. Let 0(Þ be a wff. Let M be a model in which R is Euclidean, and let a be a world in M
at which 0(Þ is true. We now wish to show that n0(Þ is true at a in M. Since 0(Þ is true

at a in M, @ is true at some world w such that aRw. For all worlds w' such that w'Rw,
O(Þ is true at w'. Since R is Euclidean, it follows that 0Õ is true at all worlds accessible

from a. But then nOO is true at ain M, which is what we set out to show.

2. Proof that BF and CBF are valid in any class of CD models:

2.1. Proof of BF in any class of CD models:

We wish to show that BF is valid in any class of CD models. We will show this
for the equivalent, universally quantified version of BF, Vcr!(Þ+nVoO. Let a be any

variable and Õ any wff. Let C be any class of CD models. Let M be a member of C. We
wish to show that for any assignment g for M, and every world w in M, that
Vcrn(Þ+nVc¿(Þ is true at w in M under g. So let g be an arbitrary assignment for M, and

let a be a world in M. We now wish to show that Vcrn(Þ-+nVg(Þ is true at a in M under
g. Assume (i) that the antecedent is true at a in M under g. We now wish to show that the
consequent is also true at a in M under the same assignment for M. So, we wish to show
that, for all worlds w such that aRw, Vo(Þ is true at w in M under g. Assume (ii) that b is
an arbitrary world such that aRb. V/e now wish to show that VoÕ is true at b in M under
g,that is, for all deD, (Þ is true at b in M under g[o/d]. Assume (iii) that d*eD. We need

to show that Õ is true at b in M under g[a/d*].
From (Ð nO is true at a in M under g[a/d]. From (iii), d* eD. But this means that,

for all worlds w such that aRw, (Þ is true at w in M under g[o/d*]. From (ii), O is true at

b in M under g[o/d*]. Thus, Vcrn<Þ+nVoO is true at a in M under g, which is what we
set out to show.

2.2. Proof of CBF in any class of CD models:

We wish to show that CBF is valid in any class of CD models. We will show this
for the equivalent, universally quantif,red version of CBF, tlVoÕ-+VonÕ. Let ø be any

variable and O any wff Let C be any class of CD models. Let M be a member of C. We
wish to show that for any assignment g for M, and every world w in M, that
nVoO+Vø[Jö is true at w in M under g. So let g be an arbitrary assignment for M, and

let a be a world in M. 'We now wish to show that nVcrÕ+VonÕ is true at ain M under
g. Assume (i) that the antecedent, nVa(Þ, is true at ain M under g. We now wish to show

that Vcrtr<Þ is true at ain M under the same assignment, that is, for all de D, nO is true at

a in M under g[o/d]. Assume (i) that d*eD. V/e need to show that n<Þ is true at a in M
under g[o/d*].

From (i), for all worlds w such that aRw, VcrÕ is true at w in M under g. Let b be

an arbitrary world such that aRb and VøQ is true at b in M under g. From (ii), d*eD.
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Thus, (Þ is true at b in M under g[o/d*]. Since the selection of b, d* was arbitrary, it
follows that nÕ is true atain M under g[o/d], which is what we set out to show.

3. Molecular Diagrams:

Fig. 1. A Methane
Molecule.2

F ig.Z. A Butane Molecule.3

2 htp ://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/lvfethane
3 htp://en.wikipedia.org/wikilButane
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4. Actualist Modal Realísm and the Multiple Worlds Interpretation (MWI) of Quantum
þnamics:

In this section, I consider the relevance of the multiple worlds interpretation
(MWÐ of quantum dynamics to modal realism. Primafacie, it would appear that there ¿s

a relevant connection between the two theses. The central thesis of modal realism, recall,
is that, in addition to the world we inhabit and call "actnaI," there exist (potentially
infinitely) more worlds that are just as real as ow own. According to the MWI, there exist
a myriad of quantum worlds in the universe in addition to the world that we are directly
a\¡/are of; each exists in parallel; each is "acttJaL;" and none is any more real than the rest.a

I argue that this connection is at best superficial, and stems from an unfortunate
coincidence in the employment of the "worlds" terminology. The quantum worlds of the
MWI are not worlds, in the sense in which the worlds to which the modal realist is
committed are worlds. Instead, the quantum worlds of the MWI are best thought of as a
set of superposed quantum states, each of which exists in parallel within the same world.
I begin by briefly sketching out a well-known quantum-level experiment, and its
apparently paradoxical results. I then briefly survey the motivations for the MWI
hypothesis, ffid its resolution of the paradox. I then give two arguments for the
conclusion that the MWI resolution of the paradox presupposes causal interaction
between quantum states. On the basis of this conclusion, I demonstrate that the quantum
states of the MWI should not be identified with the possible worlds of the modal realist.
Finally, I show how plausible modal considerations also weigh against such an
identification.

4.I. The Quantum Phenomena:
I focus here on a single, well-known case of quantum-level paradox: the results of

the double-slit experiment, originally performed by Thomas Yorurg in 1803, and which
illustrate what physicists have come to call the "wave/particle" duality of light.s A light
source, s, illuminates a solid plate p with two slits, of equal size, cut into it. Beyond p, a
screen is positioned to receive the light from s as it passes through the slits cut into p.Oî
the screen itself, an interference pattern of light and dark bands is observed, suggesting
that the wave nature of light causes the light waves themselves to interfere with one-
another as they pass through the two slits cut into p. However, at the screen itself the
light from s is found to be absorbed as discreet particles , i.e., as photons.6

The wave/particle nature of light was illustrated even more starkly once single
photon versions of the experiment became technically possible. In single photon versions
of the double-slit experiment, only one photon at a time is fired. Although at arry given
time, only a single photon is being released from s, the interference pattern of light and
dark bands is observed on the screen, while at the same time, being absorbed at discreet
points. The implication is that something with a wave-likp nature is passing through both
slits at once, andyet is being absorbed as a single photon.

4 As first proposed by Everett (1957).
5 It is worth noting, however, that in addition the MWI hypothesis has been invoked in order to explain the
apparent results of such quantum-level phenomena as the Schrödinger Cat experiment, among others.
u Vaidman Q002).
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4.2. MWI and the Double-Slit Experiment:

Everett proposed the MWI hypothesis as a result of dissatisfaction with then
prevalent explanations of quantum-level paradox.T According to the MWI, waveþarticle
duality is explained in terms of quantum decoherence: the universe is composed of a

quantum superposition of (possibly infinitely) many divergent, parallel quantum states.
According to the MWI, the universe ought to be viewed as splitting into an increasingly
large number of such states, each resulting from the interaction of the universe's
components at the quantum level. According to Everett, each of the branching states in a
quantum superposition ought to be regarded as equally real, or actual.8

In the single-photon variant of the experiment, the interference pattem observed
on the screen is to be explained bV (i) the existence of a plwality of superposed quantum
states, each of which corresponds to a given, determinate possible position of the single
light photon, and (ii) the interaction of the members of this plwality as the photon moves
towards the screen. This is taken to explain the wave nature of light. A single photon is in
many quantum superposed states at once, and is therefore best thought of at the quantum
level, as a \ilave. However, (iii), the screen itself records the photon as arriving as a
discreet particle since, at any given time, we are only able to perceive the position of the
photon on the screen according to one of the superposed quantum states. This is taken to
explain the (apparent) particle nature of light. Thus, apparent wave/particle duality is
explained in terms of quantum decoherence.

4.4. MWI and Modal Realism:

Here are two arguments for causal interaction among quantum states of a given
superposition. First, consider the MWI explanation of the single-photon interference
pattern.e Since, presumably, the interaction of these superposed quantum states is
responsible for the interference pattern observed on the screen, we have what appears to
be causal interaction between (a) each of the individual elements of the given quantum
superposition, and (b) the quantum superposition itself and the observed interference
pattern on the receiving screen. Thus, the explanation of the subjective appearance of
something with a wave-like nature passing through both slits of the apparatus at the same
time, and the explanation of the observed interference pattern, both presuppose that
elements of a given superposition stand in causal relations to each-other.

Second, consider quantum decoherence. According to quantum decoherence, a
measurement interaction (i.e., the interaction of an observer with the experimental
apparatus) causes the position of the photon within the experiment to split into various
quantum branches; the photon's position in each branch is then identified with a given
quantum state of the photon, i.e., a possible determinate position with respect to the

7 Among these, the most widely accepted was the Copenhagen Interpretatíon of quantum phenomena (CI).
According to the CI, the wave/particle duality exhibited by light in the double-slit experiment is only
appqren\ and is ultimately to be explained by wøve-function collapse: an indeterminate quantum system
(like the apparatus used to conduct the double-slit experiment), as a result of obsertation, collapses down
into a single, determinate outcome.
8 Everett (1957). See also later developments of the MWI hypothesis, in particular DeWitt (1973), and
Deutsch (1998).
e Deutsch (199S).
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outcome of the experiment. But then, each quantum branch must be causally connected,

to the observer, at the root node ofthe branch, and each is therefore properly understood
as being causally linked to the activities of a single observer.

By contrast, the possible worlds to which actualist and possibilist modal realists

are committed are best thought of as being causally closed. This is easiest to see in the
case of Lewisian possibilism. Lewisians identiff worlds with concrete, maximally
spatiotemporally interrelated sums of individuals. And causation, at least intuitively,
presupposes spatiotemporal interrelation. Thus, for Lewisians, causation is best thought
of as a relation that holds only between spatiotemporally related individuals, i.e., between
world-mates.ro

And there are good reasons to think that actualists ought to hold that worlds are

causally closed as well. Recall the solution proposed in Chapter 3 to the problem of
accidental intrinsic properties. On my proposal, individuals never literally exempliff
properties with respect to any world except the actual, instantiated world. But any two
individuals that were causally related would, presumably, each have the property of being
causally related. Thus, actualist modal realists should think that the relata of any causal

relation are apart of the same world.
Thus, the quantum states postulated by the MWI should not be identified with the

worlds of the modal realist. Instead, we ought to view the elements of a given quantum

superposition as parts, at the quantum level, of a single metaphysically possible world.
On this conception, the individual states that combine to form a given superposition exist

in parallel within a single world.
Finally, it's worth noting that plausible modal considerations tell strongly against

any identification of the quantum states of the MWI with the worlds of the modal realist.

The MWI is really just one of several hypotheses about the nature of quantum-level
phenomena. Thus, for all we know, the MWI hypothesis could be true, and it could be

false. It follows from the analysis of possibility outlined in this essay that there are

metaphysically possible worlds at which the hypothesis is true, and metaphysically
possible worlds at which it is false (and, for we know, our world could be either). That is,

according to the modal realist analysis of metaphysical possibility, something is possibly
the case iffthere exists a world at which it is the case. But surely this is inconsistent with
the assumption that the quantum states of the MWI just are the possible worlds of modal
realism, since, from the perspective of the M'WI, this would amount to the claim that
there exists a quantum state at which the MWI hypothesis is false. It follows that only the
modal realist has the theoretical resources to capture the legitimate possibility that the

MWI is false. It is therefore the case that (i) one could be a modal realist without being

committed to the truth of the MWI, and (ii) one could not, plausibly, be committed to the

truth of the MWI and not to the truth of modal realism.ll The two theses are therefore
best thought of as orthogonal, with,qny apparent connection between them a result of the

employment of the'oworlds" idiom."

10 For additional arguments that the quantum "worlds" of the MWI are not worlds, see Skyrms (1976).
11 At least if the motivations for modal realism surveyed in Chapter 1 are compelling, which I think they
are.
12 

Philosophers working in the metaphysics of modality have long considered the possibiliry of worlds

containing branching times to be metaphysically legitimate. It seems possible, for instance, and is certainly
not ruled out a priori, that our world is a world of branching times. Suppose that times are themselves parts
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